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the artwork, to be typeset.
Views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those
of the HGFA nor the Editor’s. They are strictly the views of the
author/contributor.
Copyright in this publication is vested in the HGFA. Copyright
in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors/
photographers in respect of their contribution.
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Mexico Madness

The 2015 XX World Hang Gliding Championships

In February this year, I had the great fortune of being part of
the Australian team to compete at the 2015 Worlds in Valle
De Bravo, Mexico.
Nice-looking sky…

Nils launches

Yet there was a lot more to it than that and I want to
share a few highlights, including how a mere Sydney
Northern Beaches coastal pilot managed to make the
Australian team.
As a keen hang glider pilot who basically lives on the
beach, I get lots of airtime – I’m talking thousands of
hours – but flying on the coast and flying inland are two
very different things.
I’d been flying for over 15 years with only the
occasional journey inland to fly some thermals or to
attend a social comp, such as the Corryong Cup, usually
with little success. So a couple of years ago, I decide it
was time to get serious about flying inland and learning
how to really fly thermals.

Going Topless

My first step was to purchase a topless hang glider –
something I’d never owned or even flown before. My
new Moyes RX3.5 helped reduce my fear of the unknown
2
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and I wasn’t disappointed. Finally, I could glide to where I
wanted to without losing too much height while getting
there quickly. I’d never really thought that moving from
a Litesport to a topless would make that much of a
difference, but it did.
There were some great comps I went to and I began
to see better results. As a coastal pilot, who would only
score a couple of rare coastal thermals from time to time,
I was good at scratching and holding on to that thermal
for the last of its lift. Unfortunately, that skill also held
me back from getting around the course – I had the,
‘just a couple more turns and then I’ll leave’ mentality.
Learning to leave earlier and fly faster was tough, but I
saw the benefits.
I had fun at Canungra (a place I hadn’t flown for over
10 years), I experienced some ‘Personal Bests’ flying
at Forbes (yet still struggled with flying the flatlands)
and I had fun at Corryong and Manilla. I was improving,
but wanted to get better, faster, sooner and started
to dream of flying in Mexico… While these dreams kept

drivers, Miguel and Victor, we were ready to drive to
Valle De Bravo.

At High Altitude

Valle De Bravo can be anything from two and a half to
three and half hours drive time from Mexico City. It’s a
beautiful township on the edges of a man-made lake. It’s
a very affluent area where lots of wealthy Mexico City
residents escape to for the weekend, and it apparently
has one of the highest kidnapping rates in Mexico.
We headed to our respective homes for the next
couple weeks. We had two great houses organised for
the team and after a quick unpack, Trent, Jonny and
myself were off for a late night beverage to celebrate
our arrival and, hopefully, help us to sleep uninterrupted.
The next day was spent organising SIM cards for
phones, food shopping and getting the lay of the place.
Having visited here the year before, Jonny and I became
translators for our group. While our Spanish skills are
pretty low, we got by fairly well and felt at home in no
time. Later that day we reassemble our gliders which
yielded bad news for Jonny and myself: Two damaged
leading edges that needed replacing. Easy for Jonny, he
changed the sail with a spare glider, but I had to wait for
a spare to arrive in a few days time.
If you’ve ever heard stories of the flying at Valle De
Bravo – they are probably correct: Expect wind coming
straight up the face, thermals cranking up nice and early
and a guaranteed no bomb out flight. I had shared a few
tales about the place leading up to the comp that had
earned me some weird looks and I was keen to find out
what the guys thought about it. Prior to the Worlds, I

Glen and Trent are stoked to have the cars loaded

The team at the Opening Ceremony

Making It

by Nils Visk

It Was Awesome!

As winter approached and the thermal flying
opportunities diminished quickly, I received some
more encouragement from Corinna: “Why not come to
compete in the German Nationals?” I was reluctant, yet
she persisted and suggested I could use a spare glider
of hers. I finally committed to competing in the German
Nationals, held in Greifenberg, Austria, and Corinna’s
suggestions kept coming: There were actually two more
competitions being held at Greifenberg and I might as
well enter all of them!
I flew over snow-capped mountains, through falling
snow, won my first ever international competition (the
Dutch Open), had some great results in the other comps
(9th in the German Nationals) and my National ranking
rose – maybe I was in with a chance to make the team.
There’s a phenomenon I’ve heard about, but only
understood after my Austrian adventure – ‘Post
Competition Depression’. The only solution was to plan
the next adventure. I was keen to hit Brazil, then work
decided to get in the way of my fun by scheduling a
must-attend event in China. I wasn’t happy and decided I
wouldn’t go unless there was another good competition
I could attend. As luck would have it, the combined
British/French Nationals were held in Laragne, France, a
few days after my eventfinished.
I was off to fly in France! One of the things I really
learnt in Europe was how much more technical the flying
can be overseas. Let’s be honest, we don’t have many
real mountains in Australia, mostly little hills. Having to
deal with valley winds, leeside rotor or transitions from
mountains to flats really makes for some difficult flying.
This is experience which is hard to build in Australia.

popping up, my rational brain kept saying, “It’s too
expensive, it’s too dangerous, I’m not good enough…” (I
ranked somewhere in the 70s on the Australian National
Ladder at the time). Good thing I have good friends.
During a great chat with multiple World Champion
Corinna Schwiegershausen from Germany, she said:
“Why don’t you come and compete at the Pre-Worlds
comp in Mexico?”

Heading Overseas

Her encouragement won me over and off I went despite
all the internal protestations of ‘how will I get my glider
there?’, ‘which airlines will take my glider?’, ‘where will
I stay?’, ‘how will I get around?’ and so on. Yes, the
logistics were a challenge and I felt like ‘pulling the pin’
a few times, but I made it to Mexico and little did I know
how amazing and scary all at the same time it would be.
I flew close to 15,000ft regularly, landed at over
7000ft between teensy fields, made goal lots of times,
survived and got home safely.
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Back to Australia, and spring was upon me. Only two
more comps before the team was selected. Canungra
came and went without much success for me, but then
a new comp at Wellington, NSW (just north-east of
Forbes), came along and my flying started to come good.
I made the Australian team and I was going to Mexico!
I’m not going to overload you with details of the
Mexico Worlds apart from some highlights – a few of the
team will be sharing their thoughts too.
The Australian team consisted of:
➲ Jonny Durand – Red Bull professional charger
➲ Steve Blenkinsop – South Australian legend
➲ Glen McFarlane – Central Coast cross-country pioneer
➲ Trent Brown – Lake George speedster
➲ Guy Hubbard – Cowra flatland specialist
➲ Nils Vesk – Coastal dune pilot
Getting to Mexico was an adventure, the good thing
was I had done it before, so knew what to expect.
It started with short-packing the glider to 4m
(thanks, Ben and the Moyes team), then packing them
all into our amazing new Moyes travel bags. Getting all
the gliders onto cars and to the airport (big thanks to
Shannon Black for helping out) and then the fun really
began: trying to check in six gliders isn’t easy, but we
pulled it off with some smooth talking and presenting
the staff with a book written by yours truly helped a lot.
Some 20 plus hours later we made it to Mexico City
and hooked up with Jonny Durand and Glen McFarlane.
Together with Blenky, they organised the cars and then
it was time to load up. No real roof racks and not enough
straps, but we improvised and with our new Mexican
July | August 2015

Hang glider desert – even the restaurants liked us

Inspecting launch

Looking back, at launch from a distance
SKYSAILOR
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Mexican roofrack ingenuity
Our team map

Glen looks excited

had shared with others that the landings were incredibly
fast, that there were very few landing options and that
the air could be pretty rowdy. My observations seemed
to be on the money, when Attilla mentioned he was
flying with a drogue chute and had been using it.
Everyone had a fun first flight (except for me who
had no glider) and all were pretty excited. Jonny, Glen
and Trent were mobbed by local kids where they landed,
whilst Blenky and Guy had a cool grassed paddock to
land in. Beer seemed to flow quite quickly, Trent was
super excited about the ‘small’ beer bottle size (around
1 litre) and did his best to knock back a few.
The following days followed a similar pattern: fly,
land and go out for dinner. The local icecream shop
was popular with us – their pistachio icecream was
incredible. Great food, great flying and great company!

Blenky packs up

A Measure Of Success

Nils is absolutely right when he talks about flying at a World’s
being a two-year campaign.
by Steve Blenkinsop

I

t is a huge effort just to make the team and then the real fun begins. Being competitive at a World
Championships involves a whole lot more than just buying an air ticket and rocking up. It was a privilege to
be part of this Aussie team in Mexico. Everyone was on the same page and despite the only external funding
for most being the HGFA-paid entry fee, we were able to take our place on the podium alongside well-funded
teams with paid team leaders and support personnel.
A big effort went into both individual planning and team infrastructure that made us the envy of many teams.
I found flying with oxygen gave me an edge and things like having two good retrieve vehicles and drivers greatly
contributed to getting a good night’s sleep; which is so important over a long comp.
I was impressed how the team and drivers always looked out for each other and at times some of us really
needed some looking after. Whether it was just needing a pair of gloves on take-off, or a full-on rescue from some
lost valley with no roads, there was always somebody there.
Glider freight damage and hard landings really tested the manufacturer support and Moyes came through
for me when needed. Both Moyes and Wills Wing were able to keep their pilots in the air despite some major
logistical issues.
For me, competing in World Championships is the ultimate experience in hang gliding – flying with the best in
the world against the best in the world.
4
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Trent had purchased a drogue chute (just in case),
Jonny and I replaced our leading edges and I was finally
back in the air. Before we knew it, it was time for the
Opening Ceremony and then the comp was upon us.

The Worlds Experience

As a team, we were extremely well organised and
cooperative. I was on the safety committee so knew
what the task would be before heading up to launch.
In the car, we’d start to draw the route on the map and
started thinking of strategies. After the task briefing
on the hill, we would gather around the map and talk
through possible routes and strategies.
We flew every day except for the last two days, due
to some very windy conditions. On average, the max
height we reached was around 14,000ft with 100km
plus tasks each day. The flying in Valle De Bravo is very
technical. There is a large lake near town which helps to
create a convergence zone later in the day. Get into the
right part of the zone, and you can fly in a straight line
into a 15kt headwind for 20km or so. Get it wrong, and
you can be on the deck, grovelling to stay up or getting
ready to land.
Landing is a challenge at this high altitude, with
many of the fields very tight and sloping. At this comp
the injury list included:
➲➲ One broken leg (before the comp),
➲➲ three broken/ fractured wrists,
➲➲ one broken arm,
➲➲ two facial injuries, including a broken jaw, and
➲➲ some cool scratches and bruises.
Guy and Steve weren’t immune to injuries, yet their
bravery helped to raise the scores for the team.
Flying in Valle De Bravo region is spectacular. In one
360-degree turn you can see the local snow-peaked
volcano, alpine meadows and forests and desert-like
brown fields with seismic gorges carved out of the
ground. Often the flying took us over mesas (flat
topped mountains) – you might just scratch over the
top of them by a few hundred feet while your altitude
is 12,000ft! The technical flying was compounded by
challenging valley winds and the high plain crossings
we had to complete. Not one person in the team
July | August 2015

2015 Canungra Hang Gliding Classic
3rd to 10th October
Entry Fee: $270
Includes entry, four dinners, competition shorts and a great week of flying.
Non club members: add $30 site fee.
➮➮ $5000+ in prizes and cash to be won
➮➮ Download and view tracklog and
GoPro footage on a large
projection screen each day.
Enquiries: Dave Staver – 0409 435 953
➮➮ Separate tasks each day
Venue: Moriarty Hall, Canungra, QLD
for kingpost gliders
Dates:
(Sports Class).
XC Clinic – 30 September to 2 October 2015.
➮➮ Registration now open
Cost $150. Book now.
www.chgc.asn.au/hg/classic.html
Canungra Classic AA – 3 to 10 October 2015.
Friday 2nd – Registration and free dinner.
Sunday 4th – Debrief for XC Clinic participants.
Monday 5th – Quiz night and free dinner.
Wednesday 7th – Red Faces night – $500 first prize
– and free dinner.
Thursday 8th – Debrief for XC Clinic participants.
Friday 9th – Outpost dinner night.
Photo: Mike Zupanc
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Saturday 10th – Presentation and free dinner.
SKYSAILOR
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Guy

I

Guy in one of the big paddocks

After 34 years of hang gliding
and at the age of 56, the
last thing I expected was to
make the Australian team to
compete at the World Hang
Gliding
Championships,
but after making the
commitment a couple of
years ago to do more
comps, I suddenly found
myself in a position to
qualify for the team.

Gaggle above launch

by Guy Hubbard
Pilot essentials

Glen’s new buddies

made goal every day, everyone had at least one day of
landing short.
One shocking day for me was made all the more
special for having to land downhill into a cactus scrub. I’d
only used my new drogue chute once a couple of weeks
before the comp. Pulling it then helped me land in this
impossible space without injury or damage to my glider.
My biggest concern, however, was the Cartel. I quickly
pulled my phone out, held it up to the sky and got one
single bar to sent off my coordinates before reception
disappeared completely. Next, I saw some horsemen

t turned out to be an experience of a lifetime. I was
a little apprehensive at first because of stories of
‘nowhere to land’, ‘flying over large areas of tiger
country’, ‘cartel controlled areas’, but I decided I was
going since I may not get the chance again. It was the
best thing I’ve ever done. Sure, sometimes the possible
landing areas didn’t look that great and sometimes you
had to pull up and get some height before moving on
over some really bad terrain. As for the cartel areas, I
didn’t go in until other gliders were turning in front. Nils
landed in there once and quickly carried his glider and
harness two kilometres to the nearest road. The worst
part for me was landing at altitude – sometimes above
9000ft asl. The ballast I’d put in my harness didn’t help
much at all. Even when I did flare early enough, without
headwind there was no air to pull you up from your zillion
km/h approach speed – I crashed and burned on half my
‘landings’.
The most rewarding part of flying in Mexico was
how technical the flying was – from the complex
tasks, positioning for the starts in the kamikaze
gaggles, reading the ever-changing terrain, diving on
to high plateaus with only 1500ft clearance, working
the convergence lines and adapting to the changing
conditions.
Flying with oxygen for the first time was interesting
too. Launch was at 7500ft and as I climbed above
10,000ft a shot of oxygen would fire out of the cannular
into my nose at the start of each breath. The dispenser
unit would auto-adjust the amount of oxygen as I got
higher. Most days we were getting to 13,500ft and not
once did I feel any nausea or cold.

riding towards my location. I greeted them in my broken
Spanish and joked that I hoped there were no Cartel
members around in this area. They didn’t laugh or smile,
but responded in the opposite: ‘Yes, the Cartel were
around,’ followed by a throat slitting gesture. Needless
to say, I packed up quick smart and began my brisk two
kilometre walk out, past donkeys, cactus and through a
dry river bed until I finally reached a road. I had no phone
reception, but I was glad when I saw my driver race down
the road to rescue me. I was stoked to be alive.
The competition was an amazing one. As a team we

Victor washes the car before driving

Jonny and Guy with the spoils

They do like their guns in Mexico…

The part I will remember most about Mexico was the
camaraderie of the Aussie team. Right from the start
the whole team cooperated – from organising logistics,
like travel, accommodation, transport to fixing gliders.
The team bonded and helped each other as much as they
could. Many an evening was spent together over a meal. I
am very proud of being part of such a team. We had some
extra support from Vicki and Greg Cain. Vicki was always
cooking us a meal, making our lunch rolls and giving us
prezzies like flying gloves and boardies and Moyes hats
and shirts. We love you Vix!
A very special thanks also to NSWHGPA
for reimbursing a large portion of the NSW pilots’
travel expenses. It was great to feel appreciated in
representing our association. A very fitting reward
for our team was to win the Bronze Teams Medal.
Everyone did their part. Jonny, Blenky and Glen were
very consistent as usual. Trent, Nils and I had good days
and bad days. I was absolutely stoked to be the second
placed Aussie on two days. My main goal was to have my
score count towards the team score, but to bring home a
medal was an absolute dream.

One of the main things I’ve noticed over the last few
years is that the standard of Australian competition
hang glider pilots has increased dramatically. We
have such depth in the skill level in Australia. Through
competition the standard just keeps getting better.
If you have never been to a competition, give it a
shot. Guaranteed, you’ll fly higher, farther and longer
than ever before. Oh, and don’t be afraid to ask the more
experienced pilots for advice – they’re usually happy to
help. Who knows where it could lead? You could end up
living the dream.

came away with the Bronze medal. This was the first
time the Australians had been on the podium in 10
years, so everyone was happy with our result. I’m sure
everyone would have like to have had better personal
results, yet Jonny had made the Top 10, followed by
Blenky in a respectable 15th place. For the first time in
a long time, we Australians were flying as a team and it
paid some big dividends. I’d do it again in a heart beat…
well, maybe without the Cartel experience.
There are lots of people behind the scenes who
helped to get us there: The NSWHGPA were very gracious

in their support to the NSW pilots (you don’t know how
happy we were to get that support), the HGFA paid for
our entry fees and Moyes Gliders helped out in many
ways, from manufacturing our travel bags at great cost,
to allowing us to use their factory to short pack and
helping us to get our hang gliders into great shape (my
new sail rocked!).
For anyone considering flying overseas or competing
locally or internationally, the rewards, the friends you
will make and the stories you will experience will last
with you a lifetime. Go for it!

Toughing it in our accommodation

Jonny doing repairs

Vicki and Greg Cain with our driver Miguel and Nils

The view from our hacienda
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Jonny with his fans
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Care needs to be taken, as no flying is permitted
above the ski lifts and the local ski patrol are not trained
in tree rescue!

Flying Above The Snow-Capped
Canadian Rockies

Revelstoke

A fantastic ski resort with the highest vertical in North
America. Launch is easily accessible from the top of the
mountain, 200m from the top of the chairlift.
Landing is near the bottom of the passenger gondola,
in a former carpark that is no longer in use.
There is an active flying scene in Revelstoke, with
the local company doing tandems, mostly in the summer.

Panorama

We are a couple of relatively new
paraglider pilots, after gaining our
licences a few years ago. Since then,
our sport has taken us to different
parts of the world, but we are still
very fond of our home hill, at Don
Heads in Devonport, Tasmania.
Anita weightshifting through a gap in mid-mountain clouds
Photo: Calin Pava

About Us

We live and work in Devonport, Tasmania, and we have
a beautiful paragliding site only 10 minutes away. It
allows us to keep an eye on the weather conditions… and
quite regularly we manage to squeeze a one hour flight
into our lunch break.
Tassie is not famous for paragliding, and there are no
paragliding schools here, however, we have a number of
beautiful sites both on the North Coast and in the south
of the State. While most of our sites are coastal soaring
sites, thermal flying is possible, and some of the more
experienced pilots (aka ‘Eagles’) in our club have scored
significant cross-country flights in the State’s south.
After gaining our initial experience in Canberra
(where we trained), Corryong and Bright, we decided to
expand our horizons and joined the paragliding group
lead by Louis Rosenkjer and Todd Weigand for a threeweek flying holiday in Iquique, Chile, in November 2014.

by Calin and Anita Pava
This trip was beautifully portrayed by Wesley Kilham
(one of the four Australian’s in our group of 25 pilots) in
the February issue of SkySailor.
The fantastic flying experience that we had over the
Atacama Desert and the beaches of Iquique, inspired us
to look further afield for more flying experience and
different conditions.
We are both keen (snow) skiers, so the logical
conclusion was to take our wings with us on our skiing
holiday to Canada.

Flying In The Snow

Initially, we were unable to find anyone with knowledge
about flying in Canada amongst our friends. The next
step in our research was to find a ski resort that
would allow paragliding and have reasonable skiing. To
our surprise we found that most ski resorts are quite
adverse to the idea of paragliding.
We had been going to Whistler for the past 18 years
but unfortunately, and despite the beautiful scenery and
altitude of the mountain, the resort management don’t
allow paragliding by visiting pilots.
Further research yielded three resorts with very
good skiing as well as permission to paraglide, these are:
Sun Peaks, Panorama and Revelstoke.
View from the side of the Panorama LZ with fresh snow
Photo: Anita Pava
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Coastal flying at home in Tassie

Photo: Dave Luttrell

Requirements For Flying
In Canada

First we got in touch with the Canadian Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Association and, as for most countries,
we discovered we needed current membership with the
HGFA, plus temporary membership with the Canadian
association. This temporary membership covers public
liability insurance for the Canadian site owners.
We found the Canadian association to be very
friendly and accommodating to deal with and we secured
our membership for a fee of $40 (Canadian) per person.
Don’t forget to add your international travel insurance,
including both paragliding and skiing. If you wish to
engage in both activities, ensure both are specifically
covered, as most insurance policies will cover only one
or the other.

Panorama is a paragliding/skiing destination we
found situated about three and a half hours drive
from Calgary. It has a very active paragliding club
in the nearest town of Invermere.
Panorama
offers
ski-in/ski-out
accommodation and the resort is extremely
paraglider-friendly. In fact, there is a reduced
paragliding chairlift ticket which allows you to
go on the chairlifts with your wing and skis.
We received great help from the
local instructor, Max Fanderl, who was
extremely helpful in introducing us to the
area, organising the waivers and helping us with
the Canadian association membership. He provided
us with a clear description and map of the take-off
and landing zones, as well as the paperwork for the
discounted lift passes.
The skiing location allows for easy pick-ups and dropoffs of your wing, so we would quite often paraglide in
the morning and ski in the afternoon with no issues.
There are two established launch areas: one midmountain and one at the very top of the mountain. The
lowest launch allows for a 1100m vertical drop, with the
top of the mountain providing 1400m vertical.
The landing area is right at the base of a chairlift and
the Panorama Ski Resort management actually groom a
landing strip for paragliders. Staff are extremely helpful,
contributing to the paragliding-friendly atmosphere on
the mountain.

Anita in the accelerating phase of the launch
Photo: Calin Pava

Anita demonstrating a perfect pre-launch position
Photo: Calin Pava

Some Flying Tips

The Launch

It was the first time that we
had the opportunity to fly in
an alpine environment during
winter, and our first challenge
was launching and landing on
skis!
The Panorama Ski Resort
only allows getting up the
mountain on skis, so we had to study the techniques of
taking off and landing.
The launch area in Panorama is quite large, well set
up and taking off involved a forward launch, generally
in nil wind. As opposed to a normal forward launch on
dry land, the force that replaces the wind comes instead
from the forward motion and acceleration downhill on
your skis.

proud importers of

Anita and Calin skiing after the 3pm curfew on flying
Photo: Calin and Anita Pava

We realised very early on that it is even more
important than in a normal forward launch, to set up
your wing in an absolutely perfect position. Once in
position, the pilot has to hook into the harness and put
on their skis, keeping their skis perpendicular to the
slope. After the final checks, the pilot needs to move
their skis along the slope in a smooth motion, in order
to gain some speed before the risers are fully extended.

Icaro,

NEW specialising in free-flight and
paramotoring Helmets and Headsets.
e: sales@icarohelmets.com.au

Some Canadian Flying And
Skiing Resorts Explored…

Sun Peaks

Sun Peaks is a fantastic skiing family holiday and permits
paragliding. There are two launches, both relatively easy
to access from the Burfield chairlift, with landing area
on the golf course.
Unfortunately, at the moment no local pilot flies
this site, but the ski patrol are very knowledgeable and
capable of arranging all required waivers.
July | August 2015

Coming Soon: Boessler Avionics ‘Have-A-Chat’
– a revolutionary new VHF/UHF/mobile phone, noise
cancelling headset… currently in testing phase…

An Australian innovation that is compact, high quality
and affordable.
July | August 2015
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Flying Above The Snow-Capped
Canadian Rockies

The force the pilot can apply to the wing on skis is
markedly reduced, compared to a normal dry launch.
As a result, we found that holding our front risers for
a longer period of time and applying extra force at the
appropriate moment by extending our arms forwards,
allowed for a smooth inflation and positioning of the
wing above our heads. This also counteracts the inability
to push forward with your shoulders, as you would in a
normal forward launch.
We recommend at least an intermediate level of
skiing competence before attempting a launch on skis.
The gradient of the slope plays an important role in
determining the technique to be used. A significantly
abrupt slope makes the launch very fast and increases
the speed and the force that can be applied to the
wing, however – as you can imagine – it allows for a
very limited margin for error. A frontal collapse in this

situation can end up with the wing and the pilot in an
unsightly and a potentially dangerous tangle.
A low gradient slope decreases the speed of the
launch and makes it trickier from the point of view
of the force that can be applied, however, it gives an
inexperienced pilot more time to correct the position
of the wing, and control the speed for a perfect launch.

In The Air

Once airborne, we found that the only difference from
the normal behaviour of the wing, comes from the extra
weight of the boots and skis. The relatively low centre
of gravity and the added weight will emphasise pitch
and oscillation of the wing, which has to be taken into
account, particularly during final approach for landing.
Alpine environments during winter generally allow
for flying in super smooth air, although ridge lift can be

View from Panorama's mid-mountain take-off
Photo: Anita Pava

found and on a sunny day the trees can give off some
small thermals.

The Landing

As mentioned, extra care needs to be taken on final
approach, due to the exaggerated movement of the wing
under the extra weight of the ski boots and equipment.
Once on final approach, the landing is actually easier
than a normal landing. Being on skis makes the speed at
which you approach the landing, more or less irrelevant.
It obviates the need for running, and a gentle flare is
all that is needed for a smooth touchdown. A higher
speed for landing is actually useful, as the skis allow the
pilot to continue their forward motion and a continuous
application of the brakes will cause the wing to settle
gently behind the pilot, thereby keeping the risers away
from the sharp edges of the skis.
All that remains is to acknowledge and bow to the
applause of the skiers/boarders on the slope, who are
always very interested in witnessing the take-offs and
landings! A quick pack of the wing in the stuff bag and
a short chairlift ride will put you back on the launch in
minimal time.

The Next Trip

We loved it so much that we’ve already booked to go
back to Panorama in January 2016. If you’d like to
join us, connect via the Tasmanian Hang Gliding and
Paragliding Association forum [www.thpa.org.au].
We’d be only too happy to see you in flight above the
Rockies on a bluebird day!

Calin at the landing strip after a great flight
Photo: Anita Pava
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To view some videos depicting the take-off and
landing techniques, head to YouTube.com and search
for ‘Anita Pava’.
July | August 2015
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Steve Blenkinsop

Staying Power

Competition drives the evolution of all sports. In
hang gliding, tasks that were once considered
impossible, suddenly become so, when a bunch
of ambitious pilots flying together apply the heat.
The simple equation is that the better you fly,
the more accomplished you feel in the air and
the more fun you have. When you are flying well,
when you successfully improve on your previous
benchmark, then you land feeling happy.
Left to right: Grant Heaney, Phil Matthewson, Danny Scott and Steve Blenkinsop – Eungella early 80s

I

by Paul Cleland

t’s a tough gig to be consistently successful in
competition and it takes great expense and effort.
The pilot needs to rapidly search out the core, know
the best speed to fly, have the best equipment, have
honed skills in meteorology and strategy, a will-to-win
spirit and, most importantly, buckets of physical and
mental stamina. Competitive flying is a game of attrition
– the fittest, most focused and most experienced pilots
always rise to the top.
It’s largely unrecognised that Steve Blenkinsop has
excelled in competition worldwide for the last 33 years,

without a substantial sponsor (excluding, of course, his
lovely wife Liz). This phenomenal longevity is, I believe,
an unprecedented athletic story.
Steve was part of Australia’s first generation of
competitive pilots and today he’s the last man standing
from that era. However, the real reason I write this is not
so much to relate his many successes and the thousands
of tasks he’s completed in competitions, but to tell of
the adversity he has overcome during his life and his
long flying career.

I’m a romantic at heart and will always put aside dull,
plodding reason for the excitement of a good war story.
Steve’s life has never, ever been dull.

Ochre Point, SA

I first met Steve in the late 70s at Ochre Pt – a bread
and butter flying site south of Adelaide. His wrist was
in plaster after breaking it a few weeks earlier when he
blew a top landing while on a flying holiday in northern
NSW at a wilderness site called Treachery. I immediately
had something in common with him because I also loved

this spot: the headland is an open magnet for south
swells, where the summer nor’easter blows offshore.
The best sand bottomed waves I have ever ridden were
during surf sessions at Treachery during the early 70s,
but I digress…

1982 Australian Nationals

Steve’s breakthrough year was 1982 at Mt Buffalo,
when as a virtual unknown he led from start to finish
to win the Australian Nationals. The competition was
blessed with excellent weather and the simple oneon-one scoring format meant that the top performing
pilots always flew against each other. I have an indelible
memory of one exciting round towards the end of the
competition, when Steve was matched up with Ian
Jarman – a hot pilot from NSW. They rapidly climbed to
cloudbase over Mt Buffalo, waiting to see who would
break first around the set course. It was a bar to the
knees race with Jarman maintaining the initiative. He got
the next pylon on Porepunkah Hill first, but both pilots
were very low and in dire danger of not getting back up.
Steve slipped over the back and Jarman followed, hoping
for the South Australian pilot to give up and land. Circling
up through the pine trees, Steve outclimbed Jarman in a
gnarly leeside thermal and from a safe altitude watched
his opponent land out. It was a brilliant low save under
pressure and made us all wonder what else Steve had up
his sleeve. He seemed to have an innate understanding
of how air behaves and could work it like an artist.
The 1982 Nationals was the first time in Australia
that tasks were set to test the most important hang
gliding skills. Climbing quickly and efficiently was the
key to success and our new National Champion showed
us how to do it.
One final point about the 1982 Nationals: Steve never
showed up at the presentation because he was on an IV
drip in hospital! Towards the end of the competition, a
food poisoning epidemic went through the entire field,
leaving most pilots either prostrate in bed or on the
dunny. A sick contest organiser (the late, great American
Jeff Scott) had no choice but to call off the final day.

A Traumatic Day

Steve is a high school science teacher and was based
at Gladstone in the mid-north of SA during the early
’80s. The mid-north is pretty flat terrain, but gets very
thermic in summer. Steve was the first pilot I knew
to build a car towing system. Our first love was still
the hills, but towing obviously increased our flying
possibilities and we could disregard the wind direction.
We started to dream big, especially after Steve flew
from Illawarra Hill to Waikerie in November 1982 to
become the first pilot to fly 100 miles in SA.
One weekend, Rob Hibberd and Steve, with Sue as the
pick-up driver and her beloved pet dog, set out in Steve’s
VW Kombi to christen a foot-launch site at Mambray
Creek in the southern Flinders Ranges. The drive up the
goat track to the top was an adventure in itself, but
the site turned out to be pretty hairy because of the
deep gullies that scarred the ridge line. The wind was
strong from the south-west and flying conditions were
poor, but Rob and Steve were keen to fly considering the
investment they’d already made to get to the top. Both
launched safely, but were bounced around in the rough

Tense team briefing with Jarzo at the Fiesch Worlds 1989.
Clockwise from bottom left: Steve Moyes, Mark Newland,
Drew Cooper, Carl Braden, Rick Duncan, Steve and Ian Jarman
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Launching in a Rumour 2 at Shima Seiki event, Japan 1991

ridge lift. About half an hour later, a bad day suddenly
turned much worse. From the air, Steve watched in
horror as his Kombi rolled sideways half a dozen times
down a steep ravine.
Sue had been distracted by her dog during the
descent and driven off the side of the narrow track. The
roof of the Kombi was ripped off, the fridge and all the
contents of the back of the van were strewn over the
side of the hill – there was glass everywhere and, of
course, there was no sign of movement from Sue or any
sign of the dog!
Both pilots made fully adrenalised emergency
landings, fearing the worst. Luckily, Sue had been thrown
through the windscreen after the first couple of rolls,
but she was out cold. Steve had to get her breathing
and stayed with her while Rob went to get help. Since
Rob couldn’t see where the nearest farmhouse was, he
figured his best option was to get back in the air to find
one and fly to it. He had to run a fair way though as the
wind was so strong with no lift.
Rob eventually made it to the nearest farmhouse
which was, predictably, guarded by a fierce dog. The
dog made such a snarling racket that the farmer came
to investigate. An ambulance was called, but it had to
travel from Point Pirie, about 40km away.
The ambulance got a flat tyre as it bush bashed its
way up to the crash site. Finally, Sue got to hospital
where she spent the next week recovering. Even the
dog limped its way back to the written off Kombi. It had
turned into a day that all concerned definitely wished
they could rewind.

An International Incident

In 1988, The Blenkinsop family was dealt a crushing
blow when an Indonesian policeman murdered Steve’s
younger brother Dave. This shocking tragedy became a
major diplomatic incident, straining the already fragile
relationship between Australia and Indonesia. Prime

Minister Bob Hawke described the event as ‘appalling
and despicable’ and demanded a thorough investigation.
In August 1988, Dave and his four-month pregnant
fiancée, Joanne Mist, were returning to Australia from
Thailand aboard Dave’s 16m yacht ‘C-Ment’. The voyage
took them through the eastern end of the Indonesian
archipelago. Low on supplies, they landed on the island
of Serui where their vessel was boarded by police,
demanding they sail to the island of Biak for immigration
clearance. There is no doubt that Dave challenged police
orders and that an argument ensued. First sergeant
Jafar Alwi, one of two policemen who boarded the yacht,
held his handgun in both hands and shot Dave in the
right arm, then turned and shot Joanne in the stomach.
Jafar then pushed Dave overboard and made no attempt
to rescue him. Joanne and the baby were lucky to survive
the ordeal, but Dave’s body was never found.
Steve and his father, Harold, searched the area
in the following weeks, but were forced to reach the
inescapable conclusion that Dave would not have
survived the sharks. ‘C-Ment’ is now a forlorn wreck,
rusting on its side on the Biak shore. At Jafar’s Military
Tribunal, he was found guilty of manslaughter and
improper use of a firearm and received a sentence of a
couple of years in jail.

Wakayama, Japan

In 1991, Steve was invited to compete in an event
in Wakayama, Japan. Sponsored by Shima Seiki, the
contest offered a huge $100,000 prize purse. Beyond
the high-rise buildings and factories of Wakayama rose
the flyable hills. Every available morsel of space was used
either for buildings or for growing fruit trees. There were
very few spots left to land a hang glider. To make things
worse, a spider’s web of powerlines crossed the area.
Shima Seiki challenged pilots to fly from the take-off to
Kushimoto lighthouse, 100km away on the southern tip
of the peninsula. The course line was a series of ridges
separated by steep, tree-filled valleys – to say the least,
SKYSAILOR
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of flying, his country – and his desperate wish to return
home. The moment, I think, seared itself into Steve’s
core. It changed him.
Steve was the inaugural recipient of the FAI
Pepe Lopes medal for outstanding contributions to
sportsmanship in 1992. It wasn’t the first time he’d
behaved like this under pressure. During a Mt Buffalo
competition in the mid-80s, Rick Duncan went into an
area he should never have gone and landed in tall trees.
Steve pulled off a risky forced landing to help Rick out.

Brushes With Disaster

In 1995 Steve was competing in the Canungra Classic
in Queensland. It was getting toward the end of the
contest on a totally grey, overcast day and Steve, as
usual, was right up there in the standings. The task was
to fly from Beechmont launch to a goal 80km away to the
north-west – a very challenging task, given the weather.
A Bureau of Meteorology spokesman was present at the
pilot briefing before the task window opened. When
questioned about the possibility of overdevelopment

during the task, he confidently replied, “No chance of
thunderstorms today.”
With no sun warming the earth, lift was very marginal
at 100 to 200ft/min, but the best pilots continued to
make ground towards goal. After a couple of hours, the
lead gaggle, consisting of Birgit Svens, Rohan Holtkamp,
Steve Gilmour, Geoff Tulloch and Steve formed up near
cloudbase about 15km from the finish. As they glided
for goal the lift got stronger and rain started to fall to
the left of the course line. Lift continued to increase and
to avoid being sucked up into cloud, most pilots did a
U-turn to fly back to safety.
It was to no avail. This sneaky storm cell had murder
on its mind. The pilots were trapped. The rapidly
developing cloud was now producing widespread lift up
to 3500ft/min. All five pilots had an A-grade emergency
on their hands.
Once they whited out, vertigo set in. The rain was so
torrential they had to breathe to the side like a swimmer
to get air. Radio and flight instruments shorted out or
couldn’t be heard because of the excessive airspeeds as

Steve launching from El Piñon, Mexico Worlds 2015

they fought for their lives to descend. The rain turned
to hailstones and lightning. Rohan’s strategy was to
try and break his glider in a spiral dive and then pull
his parachute, but modern hang gliders are very, very
strong. He may have been upside down for all he knew,
when, appearing out of the murk, he very nearly hit
Birgit in mid-air.

Steve Blenkinsop

Staying Power
The Australian team in Kössen, around 1983, left to right: Rick Duncan,
Russell Duncan, Toni Noud, Steve, Marie Jefferies, Drew Cooper, Carl
Braden, Phil Pritchard, with Mark Newland in the foreground

Shima Seiki interview, 1991

Steve with Monique Werner during Shima Seiki, Japan '91
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the course was challenging, especially in strong winds.
It required catching thermals powerful enough to make
the next downwind ridge to avoid the risk of going down
in an unlandable valley in rotor turbulence.
In those days, competition directors didn’t
necessarily protect pilots from themselves. Several
pilots landed in trees, one in powerlines, one bent his
glider in the air in vicious rotor and one landed in a river.
Steve avoided the carnage and was coming first. He
was wrestling with the great and fiercely competitive
Brazilian pilot Pepe Lopes, who had earlier that year
won the Silver medal at the World Championship at
Governador Valadares in his home country.
Pepe was respected worldwide as a man of great
energy, humour and charisma, who inspired everyone
around him with his love for flying. Born and raised
on Rio’s Ipenema beach, Pepe had won the World
Hang Gliding Championship held in Japan in 1981. He
was revered as a Brazilian sporting hero who loved
to compete and win. He was a proven horseman, a
fine guitarist, a successful businessman and a pioneer
of Brazilian surfing and hang gliding. He had started
surfing at Ipanema’s pier in the early ’70s, and by 1976
was so accomplished on a surfboard that he made the
final of the Pipeline Masters in Hawaii, then as it is today
the most prestigious contest in world professional
surfing. The guy oozed talent. Today, a stretch of Barra
da Tijuca beach and its nearby avenue bears his name.
The high profile of hang gliding in Brazil was largely due
to Pepe’s skillful manipulation of the media.

Telegram from Barry McKenzie, Kössen 1985

Two hours into the last task of the contest, Steve
was duking it out with Pepe and the Japanese pilot
Akimori Umeda over a hostile series of valleys. Pepe
led out but was sinking fast. Steve hung back and lost
sight of Pepe. Soon enough, he saw Pepe’s glider on
a rocky slope next to a tiny track. It was obvious he
had impacted hard and that he wasn’t moving. Steve
and Akimori, who spoke no English, both crash landed
in nearby trees and went to Pepe’s aid. As they were
stuck in the bottom of a steep valley they couldn’t
get an emergency radio message through, so Akimori
ran four miles up the track to call for help. Meanwhile,
Steve stayed to comfort Pepe who was conscious, but
couldn’t move his legs and was in great pain with eight
broken ribs, a punctured lung and internal bleeding. He
gradually slipped away over the next three hours and
Steve could only watch helplessly as Pepe died. If he’d
been hospitalised immediately, he may have been saved,
but stuck in a godforsaken valley, he had no chance.
Only Steve can truly relate the intimacy he shared
with Pepe in the aftermath of his crash, but I feel sure
that Pepe died very bravely – glad to have Steve there so
he could express his great love for his wife and family,
July | August 2015
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Rohan and Birgit eventually managed to escape the
storm intact by spiralling down in the heaviest areas
of rain. They splashed down together in six inches of
water. Steve Gilmour was blown 40km to the north-east
and landed on Amberley Air Force base. No doubt, he had
an interesting tale for the Top Guns in the Officers’ Mess
while waiting for his retrieve. Geoff Tulloch was blown
40km to the north-west. When he popped out of the
cloud at Rose’s Gap, he faced a treed-in mountain range
with only one tiny clear spot just large enough to land in.
Steve was sucked up to 11,000ft. He became acutely
hypothermic (freezing level was at 7000ft), his glider
iced up and became unstable. He pulled his parachute
just before losing consciousness and was badly burnt by
the parachute bridle during descent, yet safely pancaked
to earth about half a kilometre from where Birgit and
Rohan had ‘landed’.
Steve suffered the worst injury of his career during
a warm-up practice flight prior to the start of the
1998 World Championship in Hay, NSW. He never got
more than 20ft above the ground when he locked out
on tow and speared into the dirt. He didn’t break any
bones, but his head took a tremendous blow and he was
immediately hospitalised. Never before had his bell been
rung so hard.
Steve’s lingering problem was his eyesight: He’d
damaged the sixth cranial nerve during the sudden
deceleration of the crash. This meant that one eye
wouldn’t turn to the left properly and he saw double
all the time. He was obviously forced to retire hurt from
the competition and the long-term prognosis for his
eyesight was very worrying. He returned to Adelaide for
very painful corrective surgery and for a long time had to
wear a black eye patch. His flying mates had faith that
he’d soon bounce back and resume the normal business
of out-climbing them – if necessary with a cutlass
clenched between his teeth. His eyesight did slowly
improve and, yes, he regained his accustomed position at
the top of the stack. The man’s got more lives than a cat.

Mexico 2015

Fast-forward 17 years to this year’s World Championship
in Mexico. Steve had just turned 60 and was showing no
sign of slowing down. He comfortably made the Australian
team, courtesy of a win in the 2014 Dalby Big Air, a close
second in the 2014 Canungra Classic and a 14th (fourth
best Australian) at the 2015 Forbes Flatlands.
On the final day of the World Championship – decided
over eight gruelling tasks – scores were very tight on
both the individual and team scoreboards. On this last
day, Steve was the only remaining Australian left in the
air and he took one for the team by plowing tailwind into
goal at 7000ft. He broke his wrist and a rib on impact. He
barely scraped over the finish line for the ninth fastest
time of the day. Steve’s score was just enough for
Australia to squeeze past the Austrian team and snatch
the Team Bronze medal.
Despite the broken bones, I think this may have
come close to some of the best fun Steve’s ever had. He
was definitely following a well-established, resilient and
tenacious pattern. Onya Steve!

Pendry & Blenky’s
1983 Bogong Sky Hike

s

Launch from Mt Buffalo, headed for Mt Bogong.
Note the backpack of gear and spare upright on the keel

SKYSAILOR

down a gully to find water to cook up our freeze dried
rations. After dark the air was filled with bats chasing
Bogong moths and occasionally colliding with our heads.

The Bogong Plateau d Acres of smooth landing.
Back then National Parks were not bothered about us
landing on Bogong. Emu launch did not exist. Anyone
considering landing up there now would be advised to
contact National Parks.
In January 1983, between the Buffalo Classic and the
Australian Nationals, John Pendry and I planned, prepared
and practiced for a two-day return sky hike from Mt Buffalo
to overnight on Mt Bogong.

A

by Steve Blenkinsop

t the time, John was flying an Airwave
Magic III, a glider with significant advantage
in competitions. Later that year, he made
his first real marks in the hang gliding world. He
came fourth in the Owens Valley XC competition – a
competition in which every task was 100 miles and
you had to finish a task to score! Afterwards, he set
a new World Distance record of 300.6km. I had the
honour of being the FAI observer for the record.
During our time in the Owens I managed 240km,
landing with, as well as observing for, Judy Leden who
set the female distance record. The previous year, I
had had a good start in competitions, winning the
Australian Nationals at Mt Buffalo on my first attempt.
In 1985, John became World Champion at Kössen
in Austria. I finished ninth flying for the Australian
team who were narrowly beaten by the Poms.
Now, back to 1983 and our Bogong adventure.
To get John’s sponsor exposure, the media had
been alerted and on the first day of our advertised
window of opportunity we launched (top left).

Touchdown on Bogong s With Mt Emu and the Kiewa

valley in the background.

Team flying d Safety was a major consideration and
for both of us to get to Bogong was important.

s Climbing at the end
of Kiewa Valley.

Breakfast d A quiet morning in one of the most remote places in
southern Australia was interrupted be the racket of a helicopter climbing
up the flank of Bogong and landing right next to us. Incongruously,
a reporter in suit and tie
climbed out and interviewed
John. He got his five minutes
on the evening news with the
Planters logo on his glider
in the background and his
sponsor was happy.

Working our way up
the spine f Bogong

After launch s

The news helicopter still
parked on the Bogong plateau.

summit is 5000ft above
the valley floor
and circling so close
was exhilarating in the
light conditions.

Heading back s Launching
from Bogong with Mt Buffalo
visible in the distance.

John Pendry d After landing on Bogong – one for the sponsors

Crossing Tawonga Gap f

Crossings of Tawonga were relatively new back then,
but on this day thermals topped 10,000ft and winds
were light, making the crossing easy.

A spectacular summer’s evening
f …on the highest point in Victoria.

Looking back at Bogong from
Tawonga Gap g I could not get back

against the headwind, but after hours
of trying John was successful.

Elation
Burning off excess
height s …after playing
in the big, smooth late
afternoon thermals at
10,000ft over Bogong.

All photos: John Pendry and Steve Blenkinsop
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Sunset g Before sleeping under our gliders, we walked
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g

John lands
back
at
the base of
Mt Buffalo.
Porepunkah
ridge in the
background.
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WA State Hang Gliding Championships 2015

Jason Kath from ‘Phuck Yeah’
comes in to land.

The West Australian Hang Gliding Championships were again
held in the wheatbelt town of Westonia, about 300km east of
Perth. We had a good turn-out in 2015, with 21 pilots forming
into five teams.

Day 1 - Team ‘Dusties’
in the foreground.

by Richard Breyley – Competition Organiser

W

e had yet another great year and flew six out
of eight days, including the practice day.
This year we introduced a ‘Sports Class’
for all pilots flying Stings and WW Sports. Sports Class
made up about half the field.
In Western Australia we take the teams event very
seriously. This year it was again taken out by team
‘Phuck Yeah’ followed by ‘Ibuprophin’ and the ‘Dusties’.
Individually, Gary Wright showed that he had not lost
his touch during his years away from the sport – Gary
came first with Jason Kath second and Vic Hare third.
The Sports Class was won by Phil Clarkson from Gavin
Penfold and Ross Smith.

Photo: Sally DeKoning

Photo: Lynn Web

Good to go next year!

The important awards are as follows:
Turkey Award – Vic Hare: Vic tried to drive back home
so he could work on a non-flying day because he needs
the annual leave for Dalby. There was a black-out, so
he got stuck in Cunderdin unable to fuel up, they even
closed the swimming pool so he couldn’t go for a swim –
and the day turned out to be flyable anyway.
Boguki Award – Ross Smith: Ross telephoned his
driver to tell him he did not know where he was or which
road he was standing next to. The driver’s response was,
“Why are you calling me then?”
Get Bent – Yours truly: We need not go into details.

Phil Clarkson (the eventual Sports
Class winner, earning himself
the new nickname of ‘Middle-aged
Mutant Cage Fighting Turtle’
- it’s a bit of a mouthful.

Photo: Sally DeKoning

Photo: Sally DeKoning

For Flying School aircraft or to conduct maintenance
on an aircraft other than your own:

Unfortunately we only had one novice pilot entry, but
Tim Crowther proved the old adage again that you learn
more in a week’s competition than you will in a year’s
free flying. Hopefully we see him back next year to build
on his efforts – and bring some of his novice mates.

s

Even competition organisers get

to fly: Richard Breyley takes off
for another flight to bomb-out.

Next year, the WA comps will be bigger and better.
We plan to have aerotowing available and expect this will
attract more pilots. If anyone wants to come westward
for a change of scenery and a friendly comp, leave the
last week of February in 2016 free.
Special thanks to Toby Houldsworth, who came
over from Victoria to be our Competition Director in
WA’s first A-grade comp in many a year. Also a great
many thanks to our sponsors Moyes, Airborne, the
Hang Gliding Association of Western Australia and the
Goldfields Dust Devils – without you all this would not
be happening.

Obtain the HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsement

Courses run by: Kev MacNally – HGFA WM Technical Officer
Email: <kmacnally@bigpond.com> or check the HGFA on-line forums
for details of the next available courses.
Courses conducted in all States subject to available venues

Photo: Sally DeKoning
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Rafael with Lisa

Dalby Aerotowing
Ever had the urge to fly but the wind direction is
all wrong at your favourite launch site? Ever sat
on the hill for hours waiting for conditions to be
just right?
by Andrew Gooding
Andrew on tow
Photos: Lisa Bradley

T

hen I suggest you join a Canungra Sky Sports tow course. I am a low airtime pilot, but despite this, I was
encouraged to gain my tow endorsement by Lisa Bradley and John Smith from Canungra Sky Sports and this has
been one of the best decisions I have made to improve my airtime and flying.
I joined a group of six pilots working to gain their tow endorsement. Although we all felt a little nervous at first,
this soon eased under the excellent teaching methods of Lisa and John.

Andrew taking off

Their intensive teaching method and dedication to
the sport of hang gliding (– they really live for this
stuff!), is able to inspire and help you believe: “Hey, I
really can do this!”
With the expert flying of the tow gurus, Bruce and
Blaino, we were put through our paces. After many tows
to 2000ft, tight left and right hand turns and altitude
changes (all important conditions to deal with), we were
all rewarded with our endorsements, thereby opening
up our opportunities to fly – you may call it our ticket
to freedom.
We no longer need to worry which direction the wind
is coming from. We can set up our gliders, tow up and
enjoy the view! Once again, thank you Lisa and John for
the amazing experience and the awesome gift of flight.

Big smiles from Roger and Kev

Matt with John assiting

Classroom time

Pre-launch – Lisa with Andrew

Our May 2015 Dalby Aerotow Course group

Rafael behind the tug

July | August 2015

Last flight of the day
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Left to right: Rafael with tug pilot, Bruce, and Matt

Matt ready for take-off
Kevin and Damian get ready
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Another Great

Autumn Flight

After a spell of bad weather, the second weekend of April
looked promising and I was keen to fly just about anywhere.
by Roger Ranty

Photo: Greig Dowson

I

came across a post by Fabian Fabbro on our
forum, he said was interested in flying out of
Murwillumbah airfield in northern NSW and, if the
weather was good, if possible fly over Mt Warning.
Due to Mt Warning’s proximity to Cape Byron, the
Australian continent’s easternmost point, it is the first
place on mainland Australia to receive the sun’s rays
each day. The elevation is 1156m (3793ft).
I was excited because I never had the occasion to fly
over or close to it.
On Saturday, I turned up at the airfield early and
Greig Dowson was already there. After a short time
Fabian and Matt Fox from Tribal Fight arrived. As we
started to get ready more pilots turned up. We were
now height of us.
After setting up, followed by a short briefing, we
each took off and orbited away from the airfield, waiting
for everyone else.
After a short while, we all regrouped and headed
towards Mt Warning, climbing steadily, when a voice
on the radio said, “I have to turn back, my motor isn’t
running well.” First one to drop out and I prayed for
no more incidents. With a slight tailwind and a ground
speed of 70 to 80km/h, we got there in no time.
The return leg was more difficult – the slight
tailwind became a decent headwind – ground speed was
now a mere 20km/h.
After making our way back to the airfield we made a
VHF call for our approach and landed just as the traffic
started to get busy.
It was a magical flight and felt very fortunate to be
part of it.
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Photos: Matt Fox and Tribal Flight crew
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Pilots are reminded that equipment flown and equipment used should reflect the pilots actual rating and
experience. All training must be carried out using certified equipment with initial pilot certificate training using
student/novice rated equipment.
HGFA
Operations Manager
SKYSAILOR
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Approaching Mt Warning
Photo: Matt Fox and Tribal Flight crew

re-charge a large Ah battery pack in a big open paddock
or on the beach, it may take some lateral thinking. There
are also some safety concerns around the use of electric
motors because they don’t stall anywhere near as easily
as a two-stroke engine and in rare situations, having a
motor stall could save the pilot’s life.
The below list of factors may help determine the
amount of thrust developed by a particular engine:
1. Engine type and size ( ie, two-stroke, 172cc)
2. Engine max horsepower (ie, 29hp)
3. Engine max RPM (ie 8200)
4. Engine max torque
5. Reduction ratio (ie, 2.60:1)
6. Engine exhaust (ie, tuned)
7. Propellor size, including diameter, pitch, profile,
material (a typical Helix carbon propeller ID number
would be H30F 1,15 L-M-08-2, where H = helix,
30 = 5 to 25kW, F = fixed pitch, 1,15 = diameter
in metres, L = left rotating direction, M = straight
shape of medium pitch, depth and thickness, 08 =
fixed pitch in degrees and 2 = number of blades)

Acquiring
Fine Motor Skills

Did you know that the largest amount
of thrust is developed from the outer
half of the propeller because it is moving
the fastest and has the cleanest air?

The PICO Club Column [www.thepico.com.au]
Photos: Courtesy Andrew McCarthy

#4: The Lust for Thrust

How Much Thrust Is Required?

The importance of thrust to Powered Paragliding and Powered Hang Gliding.
by Andrew McCarthy

T

hrust is the defining characteristic of a paramotor (and in hang-motoring) and it is most
important we look at it besides those of design,
weight, comfort and safety.
The first question any PPG/PHG pilot asks when
looking at a para/hangmotor is, “How much thrust does
this unit make?” Before the second of, “How much does
it weigh?”

The Definition of Thrust
A fixed-wing aircraft generates forward thrust when air is
pushed in the direction opposite to flight. This can be done in

several ways, including by the spinning blades of a propellor, or
a rotating fan pushing air out from the back of a jet engine,
or by ejecting hot gases from a rocket engine.

[2] The forward thrust is proportional to the mass of

the airstream multiplied by the difference in velocity of the
airstream.

Source: Wikipedia

First, we need to consider the pilot’s body weight,
because it takes a certain amount of thrust to keep a
defined amount of weight in level flight.
If you are a small, lightweight pilot, then a small
compact paramotor may work fine, but if you are one
of the big boys, then you may require a greater amount
of thrust because it takes more power (thrust) to move
heavier objects.
We also need to look at what type of wing is used
and take into consideration its size and performance.
If it is a ‘Ferrari’ of reflex wings, then it may take more
thrust to keep it at level flight than a larger, lower
performance wing that boats around.
Then we need to determine the type of flying we
want to do: If you enjoy foot dragging around a paddock
at sea level, then you will require less thrust than a pilot
who prefers to climb to extreme heights or perform
advanced manoeuvres.
We also need to consider our launch site altitude
– the higher the altitude of the launch site, the more
thrust we require due to the decreased air pressure.

In Pursuit Of Thrust

In the early 1990’s when paramotoring kicked off in
Australia, a small two-stroke engine emerged – the Solo
210. It became a commonly used engine with a few of
the better manufacturers, but it was heavy and underpowered. A complete paramotor could weigh up to 35kg
dry and had around 45kg of thrust.
Stories of early home-built paramotors, which used
250cc motorbike engines with a prop bolted directly to
the drive shaft, were very heavy and very low in thrust –
not because of a lack of power but a lack of technology.
The sport had a big hurdle to get over – heavy
paramotors with low thrust. To make matters worse,
if you were one of the larger boys, you would end up
running around the paddock barely getting your feet
off the ground. Eventually, a small, lightweight engine
entered the market that took pilots by surprise – the

TOP80, an 80cc engine that put out about 45 to 50kg of
thrust, but still the big boys cursed…
Finally, the saviour came along in the form of the
MY21 Corsair engine and it soon became the new engine
of choice – instantly thrust went from 45kg to reports
of up to 65kg. Wow!
As thrust improved, the sport became more appealing
to a wider range of people. Along with the growth, it
brought about design changes and the evolution of the
paramotor started in earnest: Propeller diameters went
from less than 1000mm up to 1200mm, cage designs
and diameters changed as the chrome steel curtain rod
was thrown out and the new four-piece stainless steel
cage with netting came in. The old box muffler was
removed and tuned exhausts became the standard,
carburettors improved in performance, size and weight
and Walbro became one of the common brands. In the
mid 1990’s, I remember one of the first paramotors to
come out with an electric start.
As PPG pilots’ skills advanced, so did the desire
for longer distance flights, but with larger, thirstier
engines, larger fuel tank capacity became paramount.
My first paramotor had a fuel tank capacity of six
litres – tiny compared to today’s tanks with a capacity
of around 16 litres.
Once the big American boys came on board, the lust
for thrust went through the roof. Their love for anything
big and powerful saw propellor sizes grow to a whopping

1400mm, timber props were out and carbon props
were in. Engine manufacturers began to push envelopes
with reports of thrust of up to and over 80kg – the
sort that blows dogs off chains in the world of backpack paramotors.
Noise reduction has always been an issue for
paramotors, but advancements in this field have seen
some massive improvements with the introduction of
exhaust silencers and induction air boxes. Propellor
noise is still an issue, but the design and implementation
of the larger diameter propellor turning slower has
increased not only thrust, but also decreased the prop
noise greatly.
As the thrust curve went up, the torque and
gyroscopic effect became more prevalent. Paramotor
developers delved into the science books because these
effects had reached hazardous levels on some paramotor
designs. Manufacturers brought about tremendous
improvements in areas like engine mounting, moving
carabiner attachment points, offsetting swing arms.
Improvements also saw the introduction of sealed and
clutched reduction gear boxes so the propellor would
spin in the opposite direction to the motor. All these
design changes helped improve the safety of the sport
immensely over time.
I hope these thoughts on thrust will leave you
thinking and create après-flying conversations.

How Much Thrust Is Generated?

The majority of paramotor engines are two-stroke
because these deliver the best bang for buck. Fourstroke engines are heavier for the same amount of
thrust, even though they are quieter and produce less
pollution.
The electric motor is currently the least desirable
type because of the short flight duration times, high
cost and re-charging issues – imagine attempting to
26
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2015 WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses:
NSW & SA

It is best to do your homework and spend some time going over paperwork and
inspecting the trike thoroughly before deciding whether to buy.
We were lucky with the weather though, just a couple of weeks after the course,
the whole area was devastated by floods.
Thankfully, there doesn’t seem to be too much damage and at the time of writing
this, Airborne Flight Training and the Airborne factory at Redhead are both operational
once more, which is good news.
Thank you to Rick Duncan for organising the course and Russell Duncan for allowing
us to use Airborne’s facilities and the school trikes for the practicals. Ben (Airborne’s
main trike assembly man) completed the course and was put through his paces during
the practicals – no pressure there, Ben!
We had seven attendees on this course with Bill travelling up from Victoria and
Stewart from Hervey Bay flew down with us to do a refresher (he completed his
course at Chevallum, in
June 2013).
During the course,
Dale Jackaman arrived
for a quick chat. His
extremely well-kept trike
was an example of what
we should all be striving
for. Well done Dale! (Dale
had attended our first
course, held at Maitland
in September 2012.)

Airborne’s Flight Training facility hosted a WM/Rotax
Maintenance Course over the weekend of 7 and 8 March at
their new premises.
by Carole MacNally

W

hat a great facility this is going to be for Airborne once they move their factory over to the new premises
at Belmont Airstrip (now known as Lake Macquarie Airport YLMQ).
Plenty to see at this venue, with Matt Hall operating out of here, as well as a very busy skydiving
operation. It gave us all something to watch during the breaks, but also made it difficult to queue for the kettle.
The course itself went very well. We had a very clean hangar to use for the classroom as well as the practicals,
with matching red 912 and 582 at our disposal. Possibly the newest looking, shiniest trikes we have ever had on
a course, but we were still able to show an inspection and discuss what to look for, especially when contemplating
buying a second-hand trike.

Note: We are looking at the opportunity of organising another
course here, possibly during the week. If this is of interest,
please contact us by email: <kmacnally@bigpond.com>.

The gyros proved popular and a couple of keen attendees
took the opportunity to experience one during lunch
Left: No pressure for Ben

Want to attend a 16-hour
WM/Rotax Maintenance Course?

Please email Kev MacNally: <kmacnally@bigpond.com>
stating you name, HGFA and/or RAA membership
number and location/State (and if willing to travel).
Bookings are essential and courses can only
be arranged when we have enough people
on our waiting list for any particular area.

Want to host a course?

It’s a great way of getting a group together.
Some courses have stayed in touch and
regularly meet up to chat or fly together.
Nothing happening in your area? See if your local
flying school or Aeroclub would be willing to host.
Requirements are:

Matching red 912 and 582 trikes
28
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Clean hangar
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A hangar area (or classroom) with power, chairs for attendees,
one or two tables, a two-stroke and a four-stroke trike available
for practicals (more trikes available for a ‘hands-off’ inspection
is always recommended, but not essential), a compressor…
and an area with kettle/urn, mugs/disposable cups for
break times (we will supply coffee/tea, milk and biscuits).
July | August 2015
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News

Invitation
To Nominate For
The HGFA Committee
Of Management
To All HGFA Members,

2015 WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses:
NSW & SA Once more a full course for South Australia.

LiftEZ

Product News

Born from the performance of the Lift, but with
improved take-off, landing and handling. A worthy
addition to our range, with improved safety and general
behaviour to be better adapted for schools, instructors
and beginner/intermediate pilots.
More on [www.apcoaviation.com].
Jean-Luc Lejaille [www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

CFI Larry Jones, from Adelaide Airsports, hosted a WM/
Rotax Maintenance Course over the weekend of 14 and 15
March at Southern Districts Flying Club, Strathalbyn, SA.

W

hoarse after talking solidly for two
e had a mixture of studays, it was a great evening full of
dents and experienced
interesting people to talk to. Just
pilots on this course, with
sorry we had to leave early – we
503, 582 and 912 owners, threehad to catch up on some sleep
axis, nanolight and PG/PPG fliers, as
ready for our early departure the
well as an HGFA Board member and
next morning.
Stewart, Director of FlyLight, UK, who
We already have eight for
was a great source of knowledge on
another course here (date TBA)
UK vs Australian rules, regulations
with three more names on another
and flying techniques.
waiting list already so it looks as
Most of the class met up on
Saturday night for a meal and chat Peter (HGFA Board member) was put through
if we will be returning at least
and still managed to arrive bright his paces during the practicals – no pressure! twice more!
and early on Sunday.
Thanks again to Larry for
Thanks also to Bill Runciman for inviting us to his promoting the course and for being such a great host!
party on Sunday evening. Although tired and a little

Nexus

Swing Nexus – Off The Beaten Track

Impressive distances are being flown at faster and
faster speeds and in sometimes very challenging
conditions. At the same time, glide, stability and
balanced damping for performance-oriented flying are
becoming increasingly important so pilots can reach the
average speed required.
Swing’s response to these demands is the Nexus – a
XC glider developed for tough conditions, yet reliable,
intuitive and with better performance than ever,
whether at full throttle or on glide or climb. The rougher
the air, the more it is in its element! These features
make the Nexus an option for a broad group of pilots,
from experienced social pilots right through to ace XC
pilots going after records. It’s a true all-terrain glider for
any distance and all flying conditions, even pure racing.
The new Nexus offers complete control through
the steering lines and stability in rough conditions and
turbulence. After the first taste of acceleration, you’ll
be wanting to go at full pedal for any level flight. Glide,
stability and directional stability at full acceleration
are so convincing, it’s like being under a rigid surface.
At the same time it shows high tolerance to changes in
the angle of attack (ie, to undercutting) that you could
forget to release the speed bar at the next thermal.
More information at [www.swing.de/nexus-en.
html]. Ready to experience the difference for yourself?
Andrew Polidano [www.poliglide.com.au]

It was great to get different questions and
discussions going throughout the breaks

Apco Lift EZ

Apco’s latest addition to Paramotor range – the Lift EZ
(Easy). So named because it is so easy to fly: a wing for
pilots of all skill levels – from newbies to veterans with
hundreds of hours, all can equally enjoy this wing.
Everyone was keen to have a go at the practicals and were
all quickly back in their classroom seats after every break
30
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Nominations are now being called for the HGFA
Committee of Management. The CoM play a
vital role in the guidance, supervision and
management of the HGFA.
The role is a thankless volunteer role which
places the CoM members in a position of great
responsibility (to ensure we can all keep flying
in Australia!). The CoM typically meet every two
weeks via internet meeting. Meetings typically
last two to three hours.
CoM members face questions and decisions
over matters of planning, budgeting, training,
law, discipline and many other topics.
CoM members are required to abide by
the HGFA’s Conflict of Interest and Code of
Conduct policies.

Key Dates:

Cayenne 5

Skywalk News

Brand New Cayenne 5 Released
Right in time for the start of the Australian XC Season,
Skywalk Paragliders is launching the latest generation
to the successful Cayenne series.
The Cayenne 5 is a slender EN-C Sports class wing,
which is ‘at home in any of the world’s top XC arenas’.
According to Skywalk, the new Cayenne 5 is more
comp wing than its predecessor while managing not to
push the boundaries of the EN-C class. It features an
aspect ratio of 6.4, shark nose and a three-line design.
Skywalk say the Cayenne 5’s glide performance is
world class and its handling feels a lot like competition
wings with short, crisp brake travel. It has plenty of
energy in reserve to let you adjust your turn radius
between flat, even circles and dynamic high-banked
turns. In addition, the patented jet flap technology
reduces the stall speed.
The Cayenne 5 is already certified EN-C in sizes S
(85-105kg) and M (95-115kg) and sizes XXS, XS and L
to follow shortly.
Skywalk Paragliders are available from Sky
Sport Sydney <fly@skysportsydney.com>. For more
information please contact Ralf Gittfried on 0466 566
288 or visit [www.skywalk.info].
Ralf Gittfried [www.skysportsydney.com]

➲ F riday, 31 July 2015:
Close of Call for Nominations
➲ End of August: Mail-out of Ballot Papers
(included with SkySailor)
➲ Wednesday, 30 September 2015:
Voting closes at 5pm, Melbourne time.
➲ Friday, 2 October 2015:
New CoM members announced.
➲ Saturday, 17 October 2015:
Annual General Meeting.
First step? Nominate! Please send your
written nominations (maximum of 1000 words)
either via email or post to our Melbourne office
by the close of business on Friday, 31 July. Late
nominations can’t be accepted. It may be worth
asking for confirmation that your nomination
has been received (just to be sure!).
Nominating members should look to
keep Saturday, 17 October available in case
they’re elected and need to attend the AGM
in Melbourne.

Enquiries should be directed to:
Mr Sun Nickerson – HGFA President
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au>,
or Committee of Management:
<committee@hgfa.asn.au>.
Nominations must be sent either
via email to <office@hgfa.asn.au>,
or via post to
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
4c/ 60 Keilor Park Drive,
Keilor East, VIC 3033
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News

AirG Emilie in 2015

The AirG Emilie has been ‘the’ acro wing for
the last three years, winning all the major
comps and flown by the top pilots, including
the current #1 acro pilot, Francois Ragolsli.
The Emilie is suited for beginners to pros.
New for 2015 is the larger 25m2 size,
allowing larger pilots to enter the world of
high wind soaring, freestyle and acro. Email
<Roger@skyoutparagliding.com> for more
information or to book a testflight.
Roger Stanford, Skyout Paragliding

Skyman Paragliders Now Available Downunder

Gecko

Nova Compression Bag

Nova’s new Compression Bag
brings a real innovation to the
paraglider market. Inspired
by the roll-top bags used by
paddlers, it’s absolutely air
and watertight and weighs
only 120g, a vent lets out
the air when packing. The bag
allows super-small packing
and protects the glider from
rain, snow and sweat.
During hike & fly, PG pilots rarely use a standard PG
backpack – too large, too uncomfortable and offering
little protection from moisture. The Compression Bag
substitutes the inner stuff sack, is very lightweight
and absolutely watertight. It’s so tight that it actually
works like a vacuum-compression bag. Visit [www.nova.
eu/en] for more.
Till Gottbrath, Nova

Moyes Gecko

Moyes is pleased to announce the release of its new
Sports Class wing. The Gecko is designed for the
upcoming and experienced recreational pilot. Originally
aimed to bridge the gap between the Malibu and
the Litesport, the glider exceeds expectations – in
handling just as much as in glide performance.
The Gecko utilises a 50/52mm leading edge
construction with 62mm crossbars – all in 7075 T6
aluminium alloy tubing, like the Malibu. The result is high
responsiveness to weightshift without compromising
maximum pos/neg load requirements for certification.

Gecko

Defect Reports

Inspection of Airborne XT-912 – Engine/Oil
Cooler Mount Brackets

Just a reminder to check the online Defect Reports regularly
at [www.hgfa.asn.au] and report any findings after inspection using the online WM Defect Report form.

Defect Report #6: Airborne XT-912 – Plastic FuelCock Handle

Aircraft type: Airborne XT-912 Rotax 80hp
Inspection recommended: Prior to next flight, carry out
a functional check of the fuel cock as part of pre-flight
inspection. Remove and inspect handle for rounding or
cracking.

Defect Report #7: Airborne XT-912 – Engine/Oil
Cooler Mount Brackets
Aircraft type: Airborne XT-912B
32
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The Gecko sports a sophisticated wing planform,
with its carbon outboard dive strut retained inside
the 70-90% double surface. The wing is finished off
with a radial glasstip design, allowing short packing
dimensions for storage and transport.
It features a side-cable/luff-line compensation
system like its bigger brother, the Litesport. This
eliminates unpleasant wire slack while launching,
and at the same time guarantees solid pitch stability
without compromising glider performance throughout
the range of its exceptionally efficient VG system.
With its advanced rigging system and high
performance like ‘dingle-dangle’ hang point, the cable
geometry is such that the Gecko lays flat and packs up
easily – the kingpost folds forward with enough luff line
slack to allow for a straightforward procedure.
The Gecko is currently available in a medium size of
14.4m² (155ft²), with a span of 9.66m (31.7ft). The
optimum pilot weight lies between 72-77kg, though it
can be safely flown by pilot ranging from 55-86kg. The
glider’s flying speeds range typically from a stall speed
of 28km/h to top speeds of over 90km/h.
Vicki Cain [www.moyes.com.au]

Inspection recommended: Prior to next flight and
subsequently after every flight.
The brackets need to be thoroughly inspected for
cracks.

The engine/oil brackets pictured were inspected by the
owner and found to have a step. The right hand bracket
showed a crack and wear under the nut, but the left
hand bracket looked serviceable.
After removal, the brackets were inspected more
thoroughly and the left hand bracket was found to have
a hairline crack on the underside, previously undetected.

Skyman Releases World’s Lightest Certified
PG Rescue – Ultra Cross

Austrian manufacturer Skyman has released the latest
generation of ultra-lightweight rescue parachutes.
Weighing a mere 975g, the Ultra Cross 100 is the
world’s lightest rescue ’chute certified according to LTF
and EN standards.
The Ultra Cross’ unique design provides extremely
fast opening times, high pendulum stability and an
exceptionally low sink rate. It makes it the preferred
choice for a number of X-Alps pilots, including the
Skyman Team Pilot Toma Coconea, and a perfect solution
for hike & fly enthusiasts and pilots looking for ultra
light equipment
It is available in three sizes covering a weight range
of up to 150kg maximum tow load. For more information
contact Ralf Gittfried on 0466 566 288 or visit [www.
skywalk.info].
Ralf Gittfried [www.skysportsydney.com]

AirDesign News

Ride 2 EN-B Tandem Certified in 41m² (130-220kg)
To improve on an already great tandem is a real challenge,
but we took time to collect feedback from pilots around
the world, analysed and implemented improvements.
The result is the Ride 2. With more stability, better

Defect Report #8: Airborne XT-582 – Part No.
106910 Bracket Intake Silencer XT582 Rear
Aircraft type: Airborne
XT-582
Inspection recommended:
Prior to next flight and
subsequently after every
flight.
The bracket needs to
be thoroughly inspected
for cracks.

Skyman manufactures lightweight paragliders,
harnesses and rescue systems specifically designed for
XC paragliding, adventurers and all pilots who prefer to
travel light. Markus Gründhammer aka ‘The Acrominator’
is the driving force behind the Skyman products focusing
on light, sturdy PG gear suitable for daily use.
Next to ultra-light harnesses and reserves, a
complete range of certified lightweight gliders for all
levels of pilot skills is now available. In addition to the
high end EN-C CrossAlps, flown by Toma Coconea in X-Pyr
and the upcoming X-Alps 2015, the glider range will be
complemented with the brand new 2015 models Amicus
(EN-A) and the eagerly expected CrossCountry (EN-B).

Hairline crack
on underside

Both brackets were subsequently replaced.
When inspecting, it is recommended to do so in good
lighting conditions and using a magnifier.
If your brackets have a step, it is recommended to
inspect them regularly and replace both brackets if any
sign of cracking (however slight) is found.
Kev MacNally, HGFA WM Technical Officer
July | August 2015

Ride 2
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take-off behaviour, more agile handling, an improved
usable trim-range, as well as more overall performance
and better climb ability in thermals.
The Ride was well-known for its easy take-off
characteristics. The canopy of the Ride 2 rises even
easier overhead. It demands less power and therefore
take-off is better, even in challenging conditions.
The Ride 2 shows higher stability than its predecessor. In addition, the complete trim range is more
usable, also in turbulent conditions. Even with trimmers
fully open, the glider is very stable at speed and exhibits
minimal sink rate without sacrificing glide.
The Ride 2 also features the typical ‘AirDesign
Comfort-in-Flight’ feel. This means stress-free flying,
even in rough conditions. The glider dampens turbulence
well and is confidence inspiring. Entering thermals, you’ll
immediately notice that the handling is much more agile.
The Ride 2 is responsive under brakes and its handling
is well balanced. Once in a thermal, the wing turns with
minimal effort – similar to a solo-wing – tight turns
can be made with ease. The reduced brake pressure
is comfortable, provides solid feedback and exhibits
a progressive feel right through to the stall point,
ensuring that landing effort is simplified with increased
flare ability.
By implementing RazorEdge technology it was
possible to increase the Ride 2’s glide performance
markedly. This special trailing edge sail-shape provides
cleaner, more efficient airflow, therefore reducing drag.
It also features a 3D-cut leading edge, further improving
performance, safety and overall flying characteristics.
Pure 2 EN-D Medium (90-105kg) Now Certified
Our primary goal was
to realise a glider with
best
performance
within an aspect ratio
of 7. Therefore, the
Pure 2 is a complete
two-line conceptual
construction.
Only the C-lines
are collected by an
additional main line
(incorporating a twoline construction with
three-line levels). This
allows for increased
acceleration ability and

Pure 2

reduced collapse behaviour, resulting in more balanced
overall flying characteristics. Outstanding features of
the Pure 2 are its performance, glide in headwind,
increased climb rate in moving air and a flatter polar
curve – especially under acceleration. You’ll find greater
stability over the entire speed range.
Handling is synonymous with AirDesign – agile and
variable. Whether you choose to turn flat, or tight and steep,
the Pure 2 responds to the most gentle of pilot inputs.
The Pure 2 features a more pronounced sharknose, double 3D-cut top sail with flat seams and a
single 3D-cut bottom sail. A special two-line aerofoil
in combination with a detailed and ingenious inner
construction (with V-ribs, straps and cross supports)
ensures maximum stability. Vortex Holes® at the tips
and outside cell trailing edges work to diffuse drag
by releasing redundant pressure, further improving
performance. A redeveloped line layout greatly reduces
line consumption. Polyamide rods are strategically
positioned at A and B sections, with sufficient spacing
to allow ergonomic packing. The Pure 2 is aimed at
competition level or a more experienced XC pilot.
Mark Rossi [www.cloudbaseparagliding.com.au]
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Dalby Big Air 2015
rear Mirror View
L-R: John Smith, Dave ‘Rangi’ Stevens, Jason Kath
Photo: Tony Armstrong
Richard Hughes, Nils Vesk, Jon Durand Snr and Konrad Heilman

At the end of the week’s flying the winners were:

The comp was closed at 53 entries.

Open Class

Sports Class Winner

1 John Durand Snr
2 Nils Vesk
3 Konrad Heilman

Richard Hughes

Floater Class
Gabriel Toniolo

Above: Viv Clements, right: Flocky
hands the trophy over to Brod

Trans Tasman
Challenge
Aussies won by small margin
and Guy Hubbard accepted
the trophy as team captain.

David Seib Trophies
Dalby Trophy went to
Viv Clements.
Manilla Trophy went to Brod
Osborne passed on by Flocky.
Best Of The Rest to Vic Hare,
our own Aussie/Ex-American
fighter pilot.

Happy campers

It ran well, with great weather

and technical flying for eight days,
including practice day.

From a tug pilot’s perspective, the

standard of towing keeps rising and
there were no injuries or incidents.

by Bruce Crerar

Gabriel Toniolo

Vic Hare

Guy Hubbard and Annie Crerar

Brod Osborne

Nils Visk

Vic Clemens

Photo: Tony Armstrong

F

rom an organiser’s point of view, we bought 70
bucket hats and 85 polo shirts. We have nothing
left in any size at all. Therefore we will continue
to use the same clairvoyant when ordering. This would
be made easier by early registration.
Next year, we intend to close entries one month
early. Hopefully, our clairvoyant will have picked a date
after consulting with the weather gods for 2016 before
the next issue comes out.
To our Kiwi cousins: I love every one of you. To those
who register early: I love you also.

Chris Lawry (NZ), Bruce Crerar, John Smith (NZ/Aussie)

It is important that we all realise that there are very
few places where we can operate a tow competition
at a busy airport. The support and co-operation of the
rest of the airport community is vital. We take great
care to preserve our goodwill in this area. We also need
to realise that we do not own the land we land on and
depend on the good grace of landowners to fly. I urge
all drivers not to enter properties without permission
where possible. When driving onto these properties,
stay on the road system, never drive onto paddocks.
I also ask senior pilots not to instruct their drivers to
drive onto paddocks. Until next year!

Many thanks to all those we can’t do without:
➲➲ Comp Director, Annie, in charge of everything
➲➲ Scorer/Tug Pilot, Billo
➲➲ Crew: Len Paton, our weather guru who
in conjunction with our task committee –
Flocky, Nick, Curt, John Durand Snr and John
Smith – created the perfect tasks all week
➲➲ Ground Crew: Phill Pritchard, Russell Groves,
Tony Hanlon and Mick White
➲➲ The fastest quad bike in the world – Lisa Bradley
➲➲ Tug Pilots: Bob Keen, John Blain, Steve
McCarthy, Billo and Bruce Crerar

Konrad Heilmann
All winner photos: Lester
Baird, LettuceCaptureU
Photography
Photo: Tony Armstrong
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Black Peak
Photo: Guy Bolton

Speedflying New Zealand

It wasn’t long ago that speedflying was seen as a reckless
sport, undertaken by young pilots in skate shoes and board
shorts, sprinting off launches as though the club officers were
in hot pursuit of their membership fees...
by Guy Bolton

P

erhaps to a limited extent this is still the case.
Speedflying is still the hyperactive little brother
of paragliding, however, it’s now more widely
accepted as part of the same family of sports. It’s still
largely occupied by young pilots (myself included) and
still involves the occasional frantic, committed sprint to
the edge of launch, but thanks to a range of accomplished
international pilots taking to vast European peaks (and
YouTube), the sport has gained a considerable following.
Unfortunately for us, Australia lacks the grand
verticality of the European Alps and we’re about as far
away from Europe as Abbott is from winning over the
feminist party. The remedy lies a short hop across the
Tasman in New Zealand, where you can swap a 737 for a
canopy within minutes of landing.
The choice of flying sites for such a comparatively
small landmass is staggering. The huge variety of sites
and conditions may be a little daunting if you don’t

have a thorough knowledge of New Zealand’s peaks,
coastlines and bizarre weather patterns though. This is
where a guide will pay dividends.
Conditions not right? Drive around the corner.
Raining? Wait an hour. With the right advice, you can
fly almost every day, from coastal soaring to countless
mountain descents and thermal flying.
A guide will give you the proper and, more
importantly, safe instruction that will ensure ear-to-ear
grins for the duration of your trip. Because speedflying
is still a relatively new sport, instruction and proper
guidance are extremely hard to come by. Some European
ski fields contain dedicated speedflying schools where
inexperienced or new pilots can take to the air over
gentle, grassy or snow covered slopes – launches are
long and landings are forgiving. Australia’s topography
makes this process harder. Much harder.
Speedflying requires high elevations which here
means three things: rocks, trees and cliffs. On my
journey to taking up paragliding and speedflying, I was
lucky enough to find Phil Hystek, a paragliding instructor
based near Brisbane with 24 years experience and a
passion for speedflying on top of his many paragliding
achievements from a lifetime dedicated to flying.
This made the transition onto a speedwing a gradual
and safe process for me. His dedicated training fields
contain a huge range of slopes, allowing new pilots

to fly sites which are appropriate for their skill level
before tackling larger descents or venturing overseas.
Phil’s company ‘Curious Goat Paragliding Tours’ has seen
countless paragliding and speedflying pilots enjoy trips
to international sites, which most pilots never knew
existed, myself included.
Our paragliding and speedflying trip to New Zealand
kicked off in Christchurch in late February. With a
minibus filled with eager pilots and enough wings
to get the bus airborne, we set off towards Taylor’s
Mistake, a reliable ridge soaring site perched on the
hills above Sumner. With easy top landings and a typical
New Zealand treeless launch, it’s the perfect spot to
shake off the claustrophobia from the flight over before
heading further south. The view alone, on the way to
launch, is worth the journey. It’s a simple and beautiful
reminder that you’ve left the flat Australian landscape
behind and stepped into real flying country.
Our whole team enjoyed a beautiful afternoon of
soaring, looking down upon the ocean. From here we
snaked our way south past scenery pulled from pages
of Tolkien novels and views that are nothing less than
breathtaking. Our destination was Wanaka, a small
town in the Otago region surrounded by flying sites,
mountain biking trails and lakes, and filled with an
incredibly friendly group of locals and travellers from all
over. Wanaka became our home base for the duration
of the trip. It’s close proximity to Treble Cone, Coronet
Peak, Arrowtown and Lake Hawea meant that there was
no shortage choice when it came to flying.
Our first morning in Wanaka proved to be one of
the most memorable of my life. An early start and short
drive to the ‘Aspiring Helicopters’ base before loading
ourselves and wings into a chopper for the flight up to
Black Peak (2289m). We were left in absolute silence

Taylors Mistake
Photo: Guy Bolton

Loading the helicopter for the ride up to Black Peak

Phil showing how it's done

Ben, Phil and Ray on launch
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group to put away the paragliders and pull out
our speedwings for some adrenaline-filled flights
down to the valley floor. Each night, we had the
comfort and convenience of beautiful Wanaka to
go home to where we could all share a beer and
plan the day ahead.
My tour in New Zealand was a truly magical
experience, both when in the air and back at
ground level – breathtaking landscapes, ever-

Phil and Mick's tandem
Photos: Guy Bolton

friendly locals and great mates made
for a simply unforgettable time.
What are you waiting for? Get
out there. Get flying!

Phil on launch

overlooking the valley towards Wanaka and with the
snow-capped Mt Cook visible in the distance. From our
launch we all flew under paragliders down the valley,
over waterfalls, cliffs and smaller peaks, towards the
landing field at Treble Cone. Here, the bus waited to pick
us up to transport us to lunch where we all shared a
story or two from our experience.
The next week could not be any less exciting. Flying
over the spectacular scenery of Treble Cone, groundhandling and soaring the picturesque Lake Hawea,
launching over the Tour de France reminiscent hairpin
turns leading to Crown Terrace and two full days spent
flying from Coronet Peak…
The launches at Coronet Peak are literally on the
ski slopes (minus the snow). As a result, the choice of
launch is endless, making it possible for a few of our

Phil and Guy over Coronet Peak

Curious Goat Paragliding Tours

NEW ZEALAND 2016
Join Phil Hystek on an amazing flying
adventure in NZ’s Southern Alps.
Thermalling, XC, HeliPara flights, stunning
high glides and ridge soaring in a social
atmosphere of like-minded pilots.
3 x 9-day tours throughout February 2016
Tours suitable for pilots of all skill levels.
Speedwing pilots catered for.
For details please contact Phil:

<info@pgqld.com.au>

Photo: Ray Hurley
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Ben and Phil on launch at Coronet Peak
Photos: Guy Bolton
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Powered PG/HG In The New
HGFA Operations Manual

and packed up in the final minutes of daylight and before
the onslaught of midges. Then we all headed back to
Andrew’s shop in Ballina for our final debrief for the day
and those of us who hadn’t had the foresight to book
into the local caravan park started our journeys back to
Brisbane and the Gold Coast.
Special thanks to Andrew Polidano for setting
aside the time to get us all endorsed to the new HGFA
requirements. It’s the first time I’ve done any training
with Andrew and I thought he was very professional
in his organisation, communication and approach to
aviation. His shop at Ballina provides an excellent
classroom environment for theory lectures, to sit exams,
or do a proper hang check. The coastal location of Ballina
is also great for non-flying members of the family and
you can’t beat flying on the coast – both in terms of
weather and scenery. I look forward to my next trip.

Pre-flight – Ward getting up close and personal with his girl

Sunset XC

On 30 March 2015, details of the new HGFA Operations Manual
were released. After a quick check of the date, to ensure no
April Fool’s prank was being played, I confirmed that the
new document – a work in progress for many years and the
culmination of a great deal of thankless effort by a small group
of individuals – was indeed completed. Thanks to all involved.
by Craig Lathwood

T

he new version 9.01 of the Ops Manual came
into effect on 23 March 2015 and brings with
it resolution to the long awaited wheelbased
PPG licensing, an opportunity for straight through PPG
training and a number of other changes, including the
much debated 300ft rule for PPG and PHG pilots, PPG
and PHG identification, as well as several changes to
the requirements for the issue of many certificates
and endorsements.
This last item was something of a concern since
many PPG pilots were still flying on an overseas licence,
a supervised PG certificate and/or without a VHF
endorsement. The new Ops Manual makes no mention

Hang check – Jason is glad he didn’t sell his PPG unit
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of a grace period to comply with the new requirements,
so a small group of us decided to hook up with Andrew
Polidano of Poliglide to plug the missing gaps.
With some dates earmarked, allowances made for
bad weather and the written and practical requirements
outlined by Andrew, our studies began. How many
of you remember that VFR operations below 3000ft
amsl or 1000ft agl, whichever is greater, allow for
operation clear of cloud provided a VHF radio is carried
and operated on the applicable CTAF frequency? If no
radio is carried, you need to remain 1500m horizontally
and 1000ft vertically above or below cloud. Or that
when operating at a height in excess of 300ft agl, a

serviceable altimeter must be carried which meets the
standards specified within AC 21.46, is set to QNH (not
QFE), is set to indicate height in feet and is easily read by
the pilot at all times whilst in flight?
As the date approached, it was obvious that
Saturday, 25 April, was going to be our best opportunity
in terms of weather. Andrew’s quick check of the
NOTAMS and a call to the Briefing Office revealed that
the original plan to carry out the practical components
in the morning would be better left to the afternoon
as there were low level jet routes active with the Anzac
Day celebrations. So the short straws were drawn and
Jason and Santiago were booked in for the 8am sharp
VHF exam. Roger, Keegan, Ward and myself had a more
leisurely 9:30am start which was welcome as its a
three-hour drive to Andrew’s shop in Ballina, NSW, for
us. By lunchtime, the exams had been marked and there
had been an opportunity
to discuss any incorrect
answers. After a quick
refuel at the local bakery
I had an opportunity to
install my PPG registration
on my fuel tank which
Greig Dawson had kindly
made up with 3M VHB
double-sided tape, very
secure. We then all headed
out to the Evans Head
Memorial Aerodrome for
the practical components. HGFA rego on each side of fuel
We arrived at the tank, thanks to Greig Dawson
airfield around 2:30pm and
it was clear that the calm conditions that had prevailed
throughout the morning had turned to ‘moderate’. While
we waited for the wind to drop and swing to the NE as
forecast, we ran through our SAFETIPIC pre-flight safety
checks together.

Finally, the wind dropped and we received our brief
from Andrew to fly left hand circuits and practise radio
calls on UHF while Andrew made regular broadcasts on
VHF to notify other air traffic of our activity. I thought
this was a great exercise – both in terms of getting
practice in making the relevant radio calls, and flying a
regular left hand circuit while still having to aviate and
deal with circuit traffic. After five to 10 circuits each,
with a full stop after each landing, and including some
spot landings, we refuelled and prepared for a short
sunset XC. Wow! What an end to an awesome day and
what a great location! We all landed just after sunset

Practising SAFETIPIC
➲ Spark plug cap secure
➲ All secure
➲ Fuel sufficient, cap on, fuel vent, breather,
fuel filter clear
➲ Exhaust secure
➲ Trimmers (glider) set for launch
➲ Ignition off
➲ Prop bolts tight, leading and trailing edges
➲ Ignition on
➲ Carburettor click (throttle return spring)

Practicing circuits

Exam time – Roger, Ward and Keegan
July | August 2015
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Report From The
2015 CIVL Plenary
The 2015 CIVL plenary took place in Belgrade, Serbia, from
Thursday 19 Feb to Sunday 22 Feb 2015.
by Hamish Barker (Australian CIVL Delegate
and assigned NZ proxy at this plenary)

A

lthough by default the CIVL plenary is usually held
in Lausanne, Switzerland, at the 2014 plenary a
bid was received and successfully voted on for
the 2015 plenary to be held in Belgrade, Serbia. Notably,
the National Aero Club of Serbia had managed to receive
an EU grant, making it possible for them to cover
the accommodation and food for delegates and CIVL
bureau members. This meant potential savings for the
federations of all attending delegates, a point in favour.
For this plenary, I had arranged with the New Zealand
HG and PG Association to carry the New Zealand proxy
vote in addition to the Australian vote – in exchange
the NZHGPA payed a portion of my airfare to the plenary.
Due to work commitments at a new job, I wasn't able
to book the airfare until fairly late, and although I had
hardly any hotel and food expenses (which can come to
over AU$180 per day during Swiss-held plenaries, but
can be reduced if one is willing to walk further from the
venues), the airfare was expensive and the overall cost
ended up comparable to other years.
I have been Treasurer of the CIVL Bureau (‘Board’
in French) for the last three years (or is it four?), so
I had also prepared to present the CIVL accounts at
the plenary. CIVL’s accounts are not as complex as one
might expect for an international sporting association.
Income is limited to just a few categories: sanction fees
for Continental and World championships (Category
1 events), sanction fees for Category 2 events (eg,
National and other HG and PG competitions each pay a
sanction fee of one entry fee to CIVL as payment for
the official CIVL sanction, giving it a place on the CIVL
calendar and – most importantly for attendants – WPRS
(world pilot ranking system) points for participating
competitors. Additional CIVL income comes from selling
blank IPPI (International Pilot Proficiency Information)
cards to National federations. For further details on IPPI
cards, see the CIVL website.
There are a few hundred Cat. 2 events held per year,
spread over the disciplines of paragliding (XC), hang
gliding (XC, note there are several HG sub-categories),
paragliding accuracy and paragliding aerobatics. The
majority of income comes from paragliding events.
The full agenda for the plenary are available on the
CIVL website. I will not reproduce them here, but rather
concentrate on the items which are of likely importance
to Australian and NZ pilots (and which I can remember
without the minutes in front of me).

1. Altitude Measurement

The bureau made a decision during its mid-term meeting
that for future Cat. 1 events, altitude measurements
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recorded in tracklogs must be based on barometric
pressure, and not on GPS altitude as has been common
for a number of years. The main reasons for the change
are that airspace boundaries are defined in terms of
barometric altitude, not GPS altitude, and GPS altitude
is not accurate enough, especially when pilots are being
penalised for being close to or over airspace limits.
Also, if there is ever to be a chance to re-implement
altitude-based bonuses in the scoring (to encourage
less hazardous final glides or other situations) as was
abortively and unpopularly trialled at the 2014 European
championships, GPS altitude is not accurate enough.
An important factor in the implementation by instrument manufacturers must be that it must not be
possible to recalibrate the barometric altimeter during
flight (or at least not without clearly showing any such
recalibration in the track log), so that nobody cheats at
airspace height limits by just re-adjusting their instrument.

2. WPRS Ranking
Equation Changes

Three proposals had been variously discussed in the
paragliding sub-committee, but unfortunately none
were documented clearly enough, nor completely worked
through, so they were withdrawn. The proposals were:
➲ to increase the amount of time until a pilot’s earned
WPRS points start to degrade (good for Aus/NZ
pilots who probably can’t afford to go to the big
WPRS-scoring Euro comps every season,
➲ to decrease the number of required pilots for a fully
valid comp (also good for Aus/NZ pilots whose comp
fields are not as big as some European events, and
➲ to change the pilot quality weighting factor on
amount of points available to a comp (also would
have been good for Aus/NZ pilots since the high
quality Euro comp fields get more and more WPRS
points, while our home comps don’t get much, then
the pilots are lower ranked and the WPRS points
available to be earned at home comps spirals down).
It was a big disappointment for me (and other nonEuropean country CIVL delegates) to not get these
proposals through,but we simply have to do more work to
implement the changes in a test formula, run the modified
WPRS calculations and compare the resulting rankings
with actual competition results of later dates to prove
conclusively that the changes will provide a more accurate
(and fairer for us non-Euro nations) WPRS ranking system.
I have a few people from various countries to work with
on this, so have high hopes to achieve rock solid votable
proposals in time for the next plenary.

2a) Changed WPRS Ranking/
Points Criteria (Minimum) For
World Or European Championship Entry – Paragliding

The plenary voted to reduce entry criteria for Paragliding
World championships and European championships (I'm
pretty sure all the relevant pilots will have already heard
about this) to the top 500 WPRS ranking or having
earned 40 WPRS points in a single event in the past two
years. The original proposal was to extend this to three
years, but that part did not get enough votes. Three
years would have been beneficial for Australian and New
Zealand comp pilots who might be able to make a big
effort to get a season’s worth of qualifying events in
Europe every other year or so.
The proposal was strongly criticised by Switzerland,
Germany and UK delegates as a big watering down of
safety, but there were plenty of contesting arguments
that there is little evidence that using WPRS ranking is
a good measure of safety. A rebuttal to this was that
it’s currently the only measure applied (arguable either
way). Anyway, reducing the threshold qualification
criteria is good for improving the possibility for Australia
and NZ to field a full team to future championships.

3. World Championship Bids

There were an unprecedented number of bids for World
championships this year:
➲ One for 2017 HG Worlds from Brazil (with goals in
Brasilia, in the centre of the capital!) was successful
– it was the only HG Worlds bid.
➲ One bid for 2016 HG European champs to be held in
Kruschevo, Macedonia. By all accounts a stunning
place to fly, a huge open valley about 30km across,
with mountain ranges on either side and big potential
variety in tasksetting.
➲ One bid for PG Aerobatics, to be held in Annecy,
France. I’m unsure if any Australian/NZ pilots are
potential entrants, but some pilots may consider.
➲ Three bids for PG Accuracy, from China, Germany and
Albania. The Albanian bid was successful. They were
ecstatic. I don't know of any Australian/NZ pilots
doing PG accuracy, but the winning bid is mostly free
(ie, entry fee, accommodation, entertainment, etc.).
If by any chance someone feels like going, it's may be
a good idea to organise a few home events first.
➲ Seven (!) bids for PG XC Worlds 2017 – Switzerland,
Austria, Portugal, Turkey, Italy, Brazil and Slovenia.
There were three rounds of voting and neither of
the bids which the Australian comp committee
instructed me to vote for (Portugal, knocked out
in the first round, Turkey, got through to the third
round but was pipped by the Italian bid) were
successful. The NZ competition pilots hadn't given
strong preferences, except perhaps for Slovenia, but
this was failed the second voting round (between
Italy, Turkey and Slovenia). The location for the 2017
PG Worlds is Feltre, Italy – close to Bassano, and it
should give an excellent championship, although
of course with more alpine conditions than our
Australian pilots usually fly at home. It may be
a good idea for prospective 2017 team members
to plan trips to the region for training in the two
European seasons available before the 2017 meet.
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CIVL Plenary attendants

4. CIVL Competition Class
Paraglider Weight Ranges

When the CIVL competition Class PG definition rule set
was voted in by the 2014 plenary, the top weight of
the smallest size was set at 100kg, with a scheduled
reduction down to 90kg for 2015. A proposal from
Germany was put forward to extend the delay in
bringing down the 90kg limit for another year. On the
plus side, this would make CCC glider development
and certification cheaper for manufacturers, but a big
downside would be that it would throw away one of the
original key goals of the CCC project – to ensure that
competitive gliders are available for the widest possible
weight range of pilots.
Failing to provide the smallest sizes is considered
particularly bad for the participation of women in top
level PG comps, since they either can't get a competitive
glider for their size or have to fly with maximum ballast,
risking injury in any less-than-perfect landing situation
with nearly half their body weight in ballast. Thankfully,
the proposal was defeated and new CCC gliders must
provide a smallest size with a top weight no more
than 90kg. There is a risk that one or more of the
current manufacturers might decide that the cost of
CCC certification is now too high and drop out, reducing
the range of manufacturers’ gliders for pilots to choose
from. Personally, I think CIVL has to take that risk
in order to serve the interest of the sport of having
competitive gliders available to a larger range of pilot
weights. If we have a problem of manufacturer diversity
in the future, maybe other ways can be found to fix
this rather than just giving up on the light (and heavy)
weight pilots.

competitions. (I will personally make sure that it also
gets to Australian tasksetters for their input, since I
have been appointed as Chair of the working group.)

6. New CIVL President And
New CIVL Bureau Members

The CIVL Bureau is now elected on a two-year cycle.
Outgoing CIVL president Agust Gudmundsson was
recently elected to the FAI Executive Board, which is a
great thing for our sports of HG and PG, to have a ‘friend
in high places’, but on the downside he is not allowed to
remain as an Airsport Commission President and also
sit on the FAI Exec. Therefore Stephane Malbos, tireless
CIVL Vice-president with a prodigious work output, was
elected President. Vice-presidents Igor Erzen (Slovenia)
and Goran Dimiskovski (Macedonia, also President of the
PG World Cup Association) remained on the Bureau, as
did Secretary Jamie Shelden (USA) and new Treasurer
(formerly CIVL Vice-president) Zeljko Ovuka (Serbia).
New Bureau members were Adrian Thomas (UK) and
Wahyu Yudha (Indonesia).

Hang Gliding XC Clinic Canungra
30th September to 2nd October 2015
Cost: $150
Sites: Tamborine Mountain and Beechmont
Instructors: C
 FI HG Ken Hill, CFI HG Lisa Bradley,
CFI HG Curt Warren.
Support: J
 on Durand Jnr, Rod Flockhart, Dave Stevens,
Dave Staver.

5. Tasksetting Project

A meeting was held to attempt to draw together the
experience of a number of international meet organisers
present at the plenary and begin to assemble a set of
guidelines for tasksetting to be published by CIVL.
The aim is to promote good tasksetting not only for
the sportive aspects, but also because it is recognised
that tasksetting, including meteo, terrain and pilot
experience factors, is of no small importance to safety
in top level competitions where pilots will fly wherever/
whenever they are sent to. Copious notes were collected
for a draft which will be circulated for revision before
hopefully becoming a useful resource for future
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I was Treasurer in the previous term, but did not
stand for re-election because it’s a lot of work and I
have a new son, new job and new career all demanding a
higher priority of my time and attention. The new blood
on the Bureau is a good thing anyway, hopefully it will
bring good outcomes for our sports.
The above are the main issues which I can recall from
the 2015 plenary in Belgrade. It was a tough one for
me as I had the flu from day one right through to and
during my return flight. Further details will be available
in the full minutes of meetings when they are finished
and published on the FAI/CIVL website [www.fai.org/
civl-about-us/civl-meetings].
My sincere thanks to the HGFA Board and
Competitions Committee and to the NZHGPA Executive
and PG Competitions Committee for the continuing
support and no small amount of our associations’
precious finances to ensure that Australia and New
Zealand votes have continued to play their part in CIVL’s
now 40-year history.

Bookings: C
 ontact Ken Hill – 0418 188 655
Email – ken@hangglidequeensland.com.au
This is a great opportunity for novice and intermediate pilots
to enhance cross-country and competition skills under the
guidance of some of Australia’s most skilled and experienced
pilots. For those who also enter the Canungra classic, there
will be two debriefing nights to monitor the progress of the
clinic participants. Pilots are required to supply all their own
equipment and are encouraged to use gopro (or any video)
cameras during the clinic so that all pilots can watch in the
evenings and instructors can give feedback.

Photo: Mike Zupanc

Accommodation: Showgrounds Campsite – 07 5543 5904
Canungra Hotel – 07 5543 5233 Canungra Motel – 07 5543 5155
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Events Calendar

2015
July

The Pico ‘Hunter Valley’ Fly-in
3 to 5 July

Hunter Valley, NSW. This PICO organised fly-in will be held
in the lush Hunter Valley area, approximately two hours
drive north of Sydney. The Hunter is one of the largest river
valleys on the NSW coast and most commonly known for its
wineries and coal industry. The area is ideal for early morning
and late afternoon glassy XC paramotor flights. The fly-in
will be centred at Hunter Valley Gliding Club at Warkworth
[www.hvgc.com.au/index.php]. The club has a beautiful new
clubhouse and amenities building with plenty of space for
camping and some powered caravan sites available. There are
plenty of things to do and places for family and pilots to go
when not flying. More information at [www.thepico.com.au].

August
The PICO ‘Lakeside’ Fly-in
7 to 9 August

Lake Hume, Albury/Wodonga, VIC/NSW. The PICO organised
‘Lakeside’ fly-in will be located on the shores of Lake Hume,
just a short way from the twin towns of Albury/Wodonga on
the NSW/VIC border. XC flights can follow around the lake or go
further to towns such as Yackandandah. There are launch sites
all along the banks of the lake, all large and grassed. Camping
is available at the nearby Lake Hume Resort with cabins and
sites to pitch your tent or park your caravan. Some of the best
PPG flying to be had, with air from the glassy lakeside to the
surrounding mountains. All PPG and PHG pilots welcome. More
information available at [www.thepico.com.au].

September
Pilotage & SIV Courses
4 to 6 September

Sydney Paragliding will be running a combined Pilotage & SIV
course. Pilotage Courses are for newer, less experienced/
confident pilots who want to learn more about controlling
their wing, with the emphasis on collapse prevention rather
than recovery techniques. SIV training is designed to teach
pilots awareness and the dynamics of their wing and how
to react to incidents in a safe environment. Participating in
a SIV course will increase a pilot’s confidence, allowing them
to fly further whilst enjoying their time in the air. Learn
with Australia´s most experienced SIV Team Email Roger@
SydneyParagliding.com for bookings and information

2015 Pico ‘Milbrulong’ National Fly-in
17 to 20 September

Milbrulong, NSW. Organised by the PICO club, the PICO Annual
National PPG Fly-in is the original and biggest PPG event in
Australia. It has been running for 16 years, attracting pilots
from across Australia and even sometimes overseas. You can
see all the latest gear, from wings to motors and accessories
and there are usually plenty of spare parts available to add
to your toolbox if necessary. New pilots are welcomed with
open arms and given all the help and assistance possible. This
is a great place to get those early hours done with plenty of
open farmland, easy launches and heaps of help. The area is
outstanding for XC trips from 20 to over 100km. All PPG, PHG,
WSM and balloon pilots welcome. More information available at
[www.thepico.com.au].

Telomoyo Cup 2015

27 September to 4 October
Photos: Rory Duncan
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Mount Telomoyo is located in Central Java Province of Indonesia.
Take off site is 1950m asl or 1500m above the landing site.

The first international HG competition in Mt Telomoyo was held
in 2014. Registration and technical briefing: 26 September,
Official practice day and welcome dinner: 27 Sept. Competition
days: 28 Sept. to 3 October. Closing ceremony: 4 Oct. Contact:
<info.telomoyocup@gmail.com>. Facebook [TELOMOYO CUP
2015]. Tove Heaney was comp director in 2014 and is happy
to answer any questions you may have <tove@tovedesign.
com.au>.

Hang Gliding XC Clinic

30 September to 2 October
Moriarty Hall, Canungra, QLD. Three-day intro to Canungra club
sites, Mt Tamborine and Beechmont. CFIs Ken Hill, Lisa Bradley
and Curt Warren will be supported by experienced HG pilots
Jon Durand Jnr, Rod Flockhart, Dave Stevens and Dave Staver. A
great opportunity for nov and int pilots to improve their skills.
Pilots are required to supply all HG equipment and encouraged
to use GoPros (or similar) during the clinic so all pilots
can watch footage in the evenings and to help instructors
give feedback. Our goals are to practise procedures for
setting up gliders and equipment, review launch and landing
techniques, teach safe flying practices, improve thermalling
techniques and impart local knowledge about the sites and
terrain. XC flying goals will be dependent on pilot ability.
Cost is $150. Bookings: Ken Hill, 0418 188 655 or <ken@
hangglidequeensland.com.au>. Accommodation: Camping at
Canungra Showgrounds – 07 5543 5904, Canungra Hotel – 07
5543 5233, Canungra Motel – 07 5543 5155.

October

December
The Pico ‘Knowsley’ Fly-in
11 to 13 December

Knowsley, VIC. The PICO Knowsley fly-in will be held at a
privately owned property with 100 acres of open farmland
launch areas in country Victoria only 40km from Bendigo.
There are XC flights to the gorgeous Lake Eppalock, the
majestic Mt Camel and beyond. The launch site is privately
owned and space to pitch your tent or park your caravan will
be available. Great take-off areas (down hill and grassed).
Beautiful scenery and a terrific PPG site. All PPG and PHG pilots
welcome. More information at [www.thepico.com.au].

Forbes Flatlands Hang Gliding
Championships 2016

FAI Cat 2 AAA. Registration and welcome party: Thursday
31 December 2015. Practice day: Friday 1 January 2016.
Competition days: Saturday 2 January to Saturday 9 January
2016. Contact: Vicki Cain <moyes@moyes.com.au>.

2016
January

SIV and XC Safari
2 to 8 January

Canungra Hang Gliding Classic
3 to 10 October

Moriarty Hall, Canungra, QLD. AA Cat 2 event. Practice day:
2 October. Entry fee: $270 (plus $30 site fee for non-club
members), covers entry, four dinners, competition shorts and a
fun week for all, including non-flyers. Registration and welcome
ceremony: 2 October. Quiz night: 5 October. Red Faces: 7 October.
Large projection screen available for viewing GoPro footage and
tracklogs. Over $5000 in cash and prizes to be won. Register
now at [www.chgc.asn.au/hg/classic.html]. Contact: Dave
Staver, 0409 435 935 or <dave137@gmail.com>.

HGFA Annual General Meeting
Saturday, 17 October

Melbourne, VIC. Venue TBA.

The Pico ‘Gippsland Lakes’ Fly-in
23 to 25 October

Bairnsdale, VIC. The PICO organised ‘Gippsland Lakes’ fly-in will
allow PPG pilots access to the vast Gippsland lakes area and
famous 90-mile beach. With coastal seabreezes and grassed
take-off areas, this will be a terrific fly-in for every pilot. All
PPG and PHG pilots welcome. More information available at
[www.thepico.com.au].

Canungra Paragliding Cup 2015
24 to 31 October

Canungra, Qld. AAA, Cat 2 event. Come and fly the famous
sunny sites of SE Queensland, Mt Tamborine/Beechmont.
Great weather, great tasks and lots of fun, stress free
flying. Mentoring scheme for pilots new to comps. Nightly
events and, of course, the legendary retrieve service. Also
includes pick up/drop offs from the airport. Its Australia’s
favourite comp [www.canungracup.org]. Organiser: Dave
Gibbs <djgibbs67@gmail.com>.

November
Forbes Flatlands Sports Class
Championships 2015

Ole Hartmann, Mid North Coast NSW
Photo: Jana Hartmann

Sydney Paragliding is running a combined SIV course and XC
tow safari from 2 to 8 January. This course is suited for novice
to experienced comp pilots and will consist of three days
SIV training (course tailored to the pilot’s individual needs)
followed by three days of XC Tow Safari through the Liverpool
Plains. The XC Safari will consist of daily tasks, morning
briefing, flight de-briefs and XC guides to help you maximise
your XC flying. Learn with Australia’s most experienced SIV
Team. Contact: <Roger@SydneyParagliding.com> for bookings
and information.

March
SIV with Jocky Sanderson
12 to 15 March

Learn with Sydney Paragliding and the most experienced SIV
instructor in the world, Jocky Sanderson. Courses are three
days in duration with a fourth day free in case of bad
weather. Max. group size of 10 pilots, so book early to avoid
disappointment. Contact: <Roger@SydneyParagliding.com>
for bookings and information.

XC Tow Safari with Jocky Sanderson
18 to 22 March

XC clinic through the NSW Flatlands with Jocky and the
team. Learn to maximise your flying and improve your
distance with daily tasks and challenges, briefings, video
debriefs and lectures. Last year we flew XC four out of four
days, eight pilots flew new PBs (two doubled their PBs).
Max. group size 15 pilots with four guides, two cars and two
winches. Contact: <Jocky@Jockysanderson.com> or <Roger@
SydneyParagliding.com>.

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control system
for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and Syllabus,
which will allow all to view and access the
HGFA documentation structure. Due to recent
Entry Control Procedures placed by CASA,
the HGFA Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
All current documents are available on
the HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times
by members, HGFA Instructors and
HGFA National Office.
Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012

HGFA Office Manager

Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue)
Membership – Policy Change
The HGFA Committee of Management passed
a motion at its 4/2/2014 meeting that effects
a change in policy regarding ‘Prepaid
Visiting Pilot Membership’ applications.
Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications
– commencing immediately.
Visiting Pilot Membership Applications
are available as follows:
1. VPM Online Member Services available:
	Go to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select
or
2.	Hard Copy > Forms are available from
[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’ and
complete the following:
•	MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership
Application
•	MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption of Risk
& Warning – Oct 2012
• Include a scanned copy of current credentials
HGFA Office Manager

April
Dalby Big Air 2016
10 to 16 April

Dalby, QLD. Practice day: 9 April. Comp days: 10 to and
including 16 April. Cost: $475, total, incl. $75 registration fee
non-refundable. Registration closes 10 March 2016. More at
[dalbybigair.com].

1 to 7 November

FAI Cat 2. Practice Day: Saturday 31 October. Competition days:
Sunday 1 November to Saturday 7 November. Contact: Vicki
Cain <moyes@moyes.com.au>.
July | August 2015

July | August 2015
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PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward
0408 808436.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC
3033, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland & 0417 644633 <manager.

operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Melinda Goullet & 03 9336 7155 <office@
hgfa.asn.au> <melinda.goullet@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲ F or information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Sun Nickerson <president@hgfa.asn.au>
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> & 0466 399850.
V-Pres: Greg Lowry <vicepresident@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0400 759105.
Sec: Grant Cassar <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>.
Trs: Rick Williams <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee Members:
Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.
Brian Webb <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0417 530972.
Brett Coupland <brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.
Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.

States

HGFA

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Alistair
Dickie <alnrelly@gmail.com> 0422
970408; V-Pres: Geoff Robertson
<geoffrobertson@grapevine.com.
au>; Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Zhenshi
van der Klooster <zhenshi@mac.com>;
Committee: Dave Hanna <newgenisus@
gmail.com>; Howard Taylor <howardtaylor.
ad@gmail.com>. Meetings: 1st Tue/month
7.30pm Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs:
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gittfried
<president@nswhpa.org> 0466 566288;
V-Pres/PO: Nir Eshed <Vice-President@
nswhpa.org> 0423 422494; Sec: Fred Crous
<Secretary@nswhpa.org> 0425 227 075;
Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org>
0487 205171; Committee: Brett Coupland,
David Holmes, Tony Dennis, Chris Clements,
Allan McMillan, Louis Klein, Michael Stott.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.
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PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Ramon Brasnja 0419 652693
<beatclepto@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Keith
Wales 0407 516845 <giligan42@hotmail.
co.uk>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

Clubs

Contacts

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Jan
Tupy 0425 228286 <jan@mta
travel.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew
0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.
com.au>; Trs: Michael Roelens 0406
523841 <michael.roelens@gmail.com>,
0407 814524; SSO: HG – Allan Bush 0407
814524 <bethandallen@bigpond.com>,
PG – Che Golus 0429 432031 <chegolus
@gmail.com>. Meetings: Contact President.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres:
Rod Burke 0401 923923 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; V-Pres/Sec:
Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <vicepresident@
centralcoastskysurfers.com> <secretary@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Phillip
Wheen <treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681
<mediacentralcoastskysurfers.com>, John
Harriott 0412 442705<nationalparksliaison
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@

gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102;
V-Pres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs:
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org.
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255;
V-Pres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec:
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Peter Swift
0412 879960 <president@nhgc.asn.
au>; V-Pres: Dustan Hansen 0402 791231
<vicepresident@nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: Frans
Henskens 0406 344514 <secretary@nhgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070
<treasurer@nhgc.asn.au>; SOs: John Dingle
(Coast) 0411 100884, Don Gardner (Inland)
0425 304624; Newsletter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Andrew Dempsey
0438 949373; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403
772563 <andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs:
Michael Johnson 0409 244049; SSO: Bob Lane
0490 349441 <bob.lane55@hotmail.com>.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7:30pm, Hexham
Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088.
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>. Pres:
Jan Devos 0438 645135 <janpauldevos@
googlemail.com>; V-Pres: Brian Rushton 0427
615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>; Sec:
Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_
mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>;
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.
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NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew
Shipley 0407 511451; V-Pres: Justin Shaw
0407 884351 <jkshaw1@gmail.com>; Sec:
Jos Weemaes 0488 693788; Trs: Andrew
McCarthy <natmarks@tpg.com.au>; PO: Jeff
Hoffmann 0429 206233 <jandlhoffman@
bigpond.com>; Web: Andrew Shipley 0407
511451 <andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres: Yianie Tiliacos
0422 776060 <yts@exemail.com.au>;
V-Pres: Martin Wysocki 0409 959691
<hollywood@hollywoodparagliding.com>;
Sec: Dave Bateman 0414 845587 <dave@
davebatemanphoto.com>; Trs: John Scicluna
0404 070702 <jps_64@yahoo.com>;
SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083 <SSO@
flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au] <shgc
@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Vicki
Cain <Vicki@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Bruce
Wynne <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: John
Selby <jselby@pivit.net.au>; SSO: Doug Sole
<dougsole@optusnet.com.au>; Snr 1st Aid:
Martin Wielecki <lastradaphoto@hotmail.
com>. Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac
Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Kirsten Seeto 0450
887857 <kirsten.flys@gmail.com>; V-Pres:
Martin Joyce 0411 407974 <cemjoy@gmail.
com>; Sec: Nicholas Loveday 0434 057727
<nicholas.loveday@me.com>; Trs: Sundra
John <sundrajohn@gmail.com>; Committee:
Sarah Pitchford, James Mills, Greg Hurst, David
Holmes; SSO-PG: David Holmes 0408 366505
<ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSO-PPG: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@ppgaustralia.
com>; SSO-HG: Rohan Taylor 0425 268080
<rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. Meeting: Harbord
Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm, 1st
Tue/month (except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.
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Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Sim Bailey 0418 440117
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres/SSO HG:
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO:
Shayne Towers-Hammond 0434 544148
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Shane
Gingell 0417 619167 <fly@SEQparagliding.
com>; V-Pres: James Barr 0400 774153
<jimmibarr@gmail.com>; Sec: Brett Jensen 0417
792840 <jeno72au@yahoo.com>; Trs: Dave Todd
0400 774153 <Chameleon076@gmail.com>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc.

PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc.

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581; <para
glidingsunshinecoast.com>. Pres: John Vasta
<president@paraglidingsunshinecoast.
com>; V-Pres & SSO (HG): Dave Cookman 0427
498753; Trs: Mike Edgson; Sec: Paul Green
0412 376719; SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille
0418 754157, 07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; V-Pres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs:
Peter Harding 0427 119314 <peter60@live.
com.au>; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256.
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Paramotoring & Paragliding Club

Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: Richard Binstead
0422 956967 <rbinstead@gmail.com> Sec:
Alan Bartlett 0407 105 899.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

@teknological.com.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; V-Pres:
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dave Moore
0432 152101 <dave.moore04@googlemail.
com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs: Noel Bear
0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>;
SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee: Pete Cass,
Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Rd,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741. Pres: Andrew
Horchner 0427 807516 <clearapm@gmail.
com>; Sec: Kieran Schultz 0468 941652
<kdmschultz@hotmail.com>; Trs: Barb
Scott 0408 844224 <scott.bj@gmail.com>;
Committee: Bill Brooks; Pedram Shiary; Wally
Arcidiacarno; SSO: Karl Texler 0428 385144;
<brightvt@netc.net.au>. Meetings: [nevhgcmembers-forum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres:
Chris Noye <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: Matthew Hall <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Matthew
Gruba <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
Sec: Peter Sapiej <sec@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; M’ship: Paul Larkin <mem@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Lane
Delany <nov@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Site Dev: Adam Young; Web: Romann
Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St,
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Steve Bell <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs:
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; Newsletter: Trevor Lane <trevor

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyersclub@gmail.com>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennett 0412 124264; Trs/SSO: David Longman 08 93859469; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 0428 471806.
Meetings held on site during club fly-ins at York.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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Schools & Maintenance

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

Queensland

Poliglide Paragliding
Specialising in
Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲ Sales and service of paragliding and motorised
paragliding equipment.
➲ Sport and Exercise Science trained.

Importer of Swing
gliders since 1999

Rainbow Paragliding • APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots
since 2001
since 2001

www.poliglide.com.au

0428 666 843
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Andrew Polidano CFI

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best,
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 &
instructing for over 10 years.

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer Testing & Repairs

Professional Paragliding

➲ Comprehensive testing and repairs to
all paragliders
➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents
for: Advance, Aerodyne,
Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk,
Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲ Full written report
➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲ Parachute repacking
➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
➲ Prompt turnaround

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412 271 404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Courses

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

➲ E stablished since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and
world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State,
we fly all year round, 60km cross-country flights
have been achieved in winter!
➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your
own pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854 455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

Paragliding Repair Centre
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
[www.waparagliding.com]

We offer a number of services:
➲➲ Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions

For supply of all your flying needs and accessories
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com>
Ph: 0417 619 167

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

<info@canungraskysports.com.au>
Phone: 0457 287 200

+

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Capricorn Sky Sports
Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

Advertising Index – July | August 2015
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills.

We only use and sell top quality
high performance equipment.

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

AirDesign Rise 2
Superlight in La Palma

New South Wales

Airborne Windsports
Canungra Hang Gliding Classic 2015
CASA – Close Call
Curious Goat PG Tours – New Zealand 2016
Hang Glide Oz – Absolute Altitude Tours
Hang Gliding XC Clinic Canungra
HGFA Document Map System
HGFA Visiting Pilots Membership
Manilla Paragliding – Ascent
Manilla Paragliding – Axess 3

BC
5
39
37
5
41
43
43
15
43

Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories
Manilla Paragliding – Iota
Moyes Gliders
Natalie’s Travel Insurance
Paragliding Headquarters – Gradient
Paragliding Repair Centre
Poliglide – Icaro Helmets and Headsets
Skymec Paramotors
WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsements
WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses

29
33
IFC
15
IBC
23
9
23
19
29

<lisa@extremeair.co.nz>
Phone: 0457 287 200

Photo: Frank Fleischmann
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will be
accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one
month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the
classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for
prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification) and the State under which you would like the classified
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but
will be charged at usual advertising rates.)
Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Airborne REV 13.5, built 2013. Black/silver/fluoro red US, carbon
outer LEs, sprogs, lightweight battens, Aero-foil aluminium
basebar, spare DT & tip wand, manual & batten profile, three
glider bags (Wingtech rainbag, XC bag & original). Never crashed
or bent a DT! New side wires installed 11/14, 200 hrs – $6,000.
Wills Wing Covert Harness, first flown 2011, black/red/yellow,
two chute containers, drogue chute pocket, plenty of internal
storage – the safest & best made harness available! Fit
pilot height 172cm (shoes off), chest 108cm (flying clothes
on), hips 105cm (flying clothes on), shoe size 42 Euro/9
US – $1000. Contact: Phil & 0407 042634 or <phil.email@
bigpond.com>.
Litesport 4, a great int HG. I had heaps of fun & amazing flights.
Side wires just replaced, rain bag incl. Kept clean & well looked
after. Forced sale due to working overseas for a couple of
years – $1000 ono. Contact: Andy Baker & 0418 187008,
Bella Vista NSW 2153.
LS4, 120 hrs, in excellent condition, new wires at 100 hrs.
Spare DT with carbon inside wing – $3900. Contact: Rob 0418
975892.
Mars 170, black & white sail, in good condition. Flies well – $400.
Foil 160B, light blue & white sail, VG condition. Never bingled –
$450. Pod & helmet – $150. Contact: 0423 368264 (ph/txt),
Newcastle NSW.

Microlights & Equipment
P&M Aviation (Pegasus Mainair) QUIK-R 2012, approx. 50 hrs,
Enigma EFIS flight instrumentation with GPS mapping, etc,
iPad Mini mount. Beautiful set-up. Fully enclosed trailer with
wing carried under the trike, so no high lifting. Amazing trike
and trailer. Hangared at Latrobe Valley, VIC, can be test flown,
can be easily transported Australia wide. Comes with covers,
training bars, cross-country panniers, prop net – $55,000.
Contact: Brett & 0419 610041.

Airborne XT 582, 205 hrs, with a Cruise wing, always hangared.
Helmets with intercom & trailer, all in good condition. $28,000
ono. Contact: Manfred Kleber & 0428 756805.
Airborne XT 912 & 4x4 trailer, 250 hrs, radios, GPS, flying suits
– the lot. Always hangared, in Hunter Valley. Contact: Aaron
& 0418 419968 for more.

Paragliders & Equipment

Swing Arcus 7, 28 hrs, 24m2, rated 70-90kg, EN-B, 2012 model,
bought new May 2013, excellent condition. Colour ‘Spicy’. Max.
speed 50km – $2200 neg. New price €2990 ($4159). Contact:
John & 0414 218391 or <jselby@pivit.net.au>, Sydney NSW.

General Classifieds
The HG & PG Handbook
for Australian Pilots

A primer for Restricted, Intermediate
& Advanced HG and PG theory exams.
Now in an expanded 2nd edition.
Up to date with the
2015 HGFA Ops Manual.
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]

Kangook.com

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

NRG Pro in Estonia
Photo: Indrek Saarepera
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